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Abstract

Magnetically levitated planar actuator with moving magnets: Electromechanical analysis and design

Magnetically levitated planar actuators are developed as alternatives to $xy$-drives, which are constructed of stacked linear motors in high-precision industrial applications. The translator of these planar actuators is suspended above the stator with no support other than magnetic fields. Because of the active magnetic bearing the translator can move in six degrees-of-freedom. This thesis presents the electromechanical analysis and design of a contactless, magnetically levitated, planar actuator with moving magnets. This planar actuator consists of a stationary coil array with concentrated non-overlapping windings and a translator with a permanent-magnet array with a quasi-Halbach magnetization. As only the coils below the magnet array can produce significant force and torque, the set of active coils is switched during the movements of the translator in the $xy$-plane. As a result, the stroke in the $xy$-plane can be made, in theory, infinitely long.

The ironless planar actuator has a three-dimensional, non-periodical and non-symmetrical electromechanical structure, which require a multi-physical approach to analyze. To predict the force and torque in this type of structures, three different magnetostatic models have been developed. These models differ in accuracy and calculation time, and are applied for the analysis, design and control of the planar actuator. The models are based on different analytical solutions of the magnetic flux density distribution of the permanent magnet array and on both analytical and numerical solutions of the Lorentz force and torque integrals.

Due to the integration of propulsion in the $xy$-plane with an active magnetic bearing, standard decoupling schemes for synchronous machines cannot be applied
in the planar actuator to decouple and linearize the force and the torque. To com-
mutate the planar actuator a method has been developed which inverts a fully an-
alytical mapping of the force and torque exerted by the active coils as function of
the position and orientation of the translator using a minimal energy constraint
and smooth weighing function to enable switching between different coils sets. The
resulting current waveforms in the individually excited coils are non-sinusoidal.

The synthesis and design process of the planar actuator has been split into two
steps. As the power dissipation is an important design criterion, the dimensions of
the permanent magnets and coils have been optimized to maximize the efficiency
of the force production. Design rules have been established for the magnet and coil
dimensions. Subsequently, several planar actuator configurations have been synthe-
sized with these optimized coil and magnet dimensions. The power dissipation and
the force and torque ripples of these actuators have been compared. Furthermore,
the causes of the force and torque ripples have been identified.

Based on the comparison, a planar actuator with rectangular coils arranged in
a herringbone pattern has been selected and this actuator has been manufactured.
The actuator has 84 coils in total, of which 24 are simultaneously used for the
propulsion and levitation of the translator. The three magneto-static models and
the commutation algorithm have been verified and the planar actuator has been
successfully tested.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Flying has fascinated mankind for ages. In amongst others the Arab mythology, flying or magic carpets can be found [7]. These carpets float above the ground and are used for traveling. The planar actuator described in this thesis has similarities with these legendary carpets. A plate with permanent magnets, the carpet, is levitated above an array of coils. The plate has an, in principle, unlimited stroke in the horizontal plane. Instead of magic, magnetic fields are applied to levitate and to propel the carpet.

1.1 Background

Many industrial apparatus, e.g. semiconductor lithography scanners, pick-and-place machines and inspection systems are equipped with accurate positioning systems. Usually, these multi-degree-of-freedom (DOF) positioning systems are constructed of stacked long- and short-stroke single-degree-of-freedom linear and rotary drives, which are supported by roller or air bearings. An example of such a system is shown in Figure 1.1. This $xy$-positioning system consists of three linear motors. Two linear motors are placed in parallel and move in the $y$-direction (indicated with $y_1$ and $y_2$ in Figure 1.1). The third motor (indicated with $x$ in Figure 1.1) is mounted in between the $y_1$- and $y_2$-translators and can move in the $x$-direction. Because of its shape, this positioning system is called an H-drive. The H-drive is amongst others applied in pick-and-place machines for the assembly of printed circuit boards. To obtain a high servo bandwidth, the system is stiff and, as a result, the moving mass is large compared to the load. Because of the demand
for a high throughput, the acceleration levels, and, consequently, the required force levels are high. Instead of stacking one-degree-of-freedom drives, multiple degrees-of-freedom can be combined in one actuator. An example of such a drive is a planar actuator, which has a single translator that is magnetically levitated and moves in the \( xy \)-plane over the stator surface (Figure 1.2). Because of the lower moving mass, the force levels can be significantly reduced.

In recent years, planar actuators became of interest to the semiconductor industry, which is constantly striving for smaller devices, that contain more functionality for a lower price. A shorter wavelength of the light, which is used in the lithographical steps, allows for smaller features on the chips. Currently, lithography systems are developed and tested which have an extreme-ultraviolet light source. To prevent contamination of optical elements and absorption of the extreme-ultraviolet...
light by air, the wafers (silicon substrates) are exposed in a high-vacuum environment [47]. To accurately position the wafers in vacuum, magnetically levitated planar drives have been researched [48, 14, 28, 49, 15]. Because of the magnetic bearing, the vacuum is not contaminated by lubricants and there is no mechanical wear. The planar actuator is controlled in six degrees-of-freedom, and consequently, the translator can not only be positioned in the \(xy\)-plane but also the orientation in three degrees-of-freedom and the \(z\)-position can be adjusted. Contrary to other magnetically levitated systems, such as active magnetic bearings for rotary machine shafts and magnetically levitated trains, there is no physical decoupling of the levitation and the propulsion functions. These functions are controlled by the same coils and magnets.

As any permanent-magnet machine, planar actuators can be constructed in two ways. They have either moving coils and stationary magnets, or moving magnets and stationary coils. Figures 1.3 and 1.4 show artist’s impressions of these two respective actuator types. Contrary to a moving-coil planar actuator, the translator of the moving-magnet planar actuator is truly contactless because no cable to the moving part is necessary, since the coils, which require power and cooling, are on the stationary part of the actuator. Consequently, the disturbances on the translator are significantly reduced. The advantage of a moving-coil planar actuator is that the stroke in the \(xy\)-plane can be simply increased by adding extra magnets to the magnet array and only a small amount of power amplifiers, which are expensive components, are needed to supply the coils. In a moving-magnet planar actuator, only the coils below and near the edges of the magnet array can exert force and torque on the magnet array. When long-stroke motion in the \(xy\)-plane is desired,
the set of active coils has to be switched.

Because of the integration of bearing and propulsion and the necessity to switch between different sets of active coils, a dedicated control strategy should be applied and, therefore, these planar actuators can be considered as a new and special class of multi-phase synchronous permanent-magnet motors.

1.2 Research goal and objectives

The goal of this project is to create the theory for this new class of actuators and to realize a long-stroke, magnetically levitated planar actuator with moving-magnets. The long-stroke movement in the $xy$-plane is achieved by switching between coil sets and, therefore, the stroke in the $xy$-plane can be enlarged by adding extra stator coils, without the necessity to redesign the actuator. Due to the switching between different coil sets, the effective electromechanical configuration of the planar
actuator changes constantly. Nevertheless, the produced force and torque should not be affected by it. This last requirement can only be met by combining the fields of electromechanics and control engineering in the design of the planar actuator.

This general project objective is split into four sub-objectives:

1. **The modeling and analysis of the force and torque in the planar actuator.**
   The torque and force in rotary and linear motors are obtained from the analysis of the electromagnetic phenomena in the airgap of the motor.
   The complexity of the problem can usually be reduced by applying periodical boundary conditions and simplifying the three-dimensional magnetic flux density distribution to a one- or two-dimensional distribution.
   Both simplifications cannot be applied to planar actuators because of the truly three-dimensional magnetic flux density distribution and the non-periodical magneto motive force. In order to analyze fast the force and torque acting in the ironless planar actuator, not the magnetic fields in the airgap are considered of primary interest but the Lorentz force and torque, as calculating these quantities only requires the prediction of the magnetic flux density distribution of the permanent magnets.

2. **Research into commutation strategies, which decouples and linearizes the force and torque in the planar actuator.**
   In the control of electrical machines, transformations, e.g. Park's transformation, are applied to linearize the torque or force. As a result, the torque or force in the commutated electrical machine can be controlled similar to a DC-motor.
   When Park's transformation is applied to the 6-DOF planar actuator, it would only decouple the force components and not the torque components. To decouple them both, a new transformation has been investigated. For this transformation, a model based approach is selected.

3. **Research into design methodologies for moving-magnet planar actuators.**
   The design of electrical machines starts usually from standard sizing equations, which consider amongst others, the volume, the magnetic, electrical and thermal loading of the machine and the torque or force requirements.
   As the planar actuator is also a magnetic bearing, the force and torque requirements depend on the mass of the levitated object. Moreover, the levitated mass itself consists for a considerable part of permanent-magnets, which define the magnetic loading. For this reason, the standard sizing equations are not translated to planar actuators and a different design approach is chosen. Because of the linear material properties, the superposition principle can be applied to the force and torque calculation in the planar actuator and the coil and magnet sizes are optimized first. Sec-
ondly, planar actuators are synthesized with these coils and magnets and the controllability is verified. Finally, the performance of the commutated planar actuators is analyzed in terms of power dissipations and the force and torque ripples.

4. **The realization and test of a prototype.**

Validation of an electrical machine design is often carried out with finite element analyses. Due to the long calculation time, the analysis of large planar actuator design is not practical with finite element packages. Because of that, a prototype is realized to validate the design and the analysis tools. As measurements on the realized actuator are the only way to accurately validate the models and design, it is produced with tight tolerances.

The research has been carried out by two PhD students and the results are described in two theses. This thesis focuses on the modeling and design of the planar actuator, whereas the thesis of Nelis van Lierop [73] focuses on the commutation, the controllability of planar actuator designs and the controllers of the realized planar actuator.

1.3 Organization of the thesis

Chapter 2 gives an overview of magnetic levitation techniques and the state-of-art of magnetically levitated planar actuator technology. A magneto-static modeling framework of ironless planar actuators is presented in Chapter 3. The framework includes three different models, which are used for the analysis, design and real-time control of the planar actuator, respectively. Because of the three-dimensional structure of the planar actuator, reduction of the calculation time of the models is considered an important issue. In this chapter also the two basic coil and magnet configurations are discussed. Chapter 4 explains the commutation strategy for planar actuators. This decoupling and linearization algorithm allows to smoothly switch between different sets of active coils. The algorithm is based on the analytical model obtained in Chapter 3. Chapter 5 describes a design methodology for planar actuators. In the optimization the planar actuator is not considered as a poly-phase machine, but as an assembly of independent short-stroke linear actuators of which the dimensions have been optimized. Next, several planar actuator topologies are compared. In the comparison, the commutation algorithm is taken into account. Several important design issues are addressed in Chapter 6. The working points of the permanent magnets, eddy-current damping, thermal aspects and the selection of the power amplifiers are discussed. In Chapter 7, the models and algorithm derived in Chapter 3 and 4 are validated on the realized planar ac-
1.3. Organization of the thesis

tuator. Furthermore, the behavior of the planar actuator under 6-DOF control is presented. Conclusions of the research and recommendations for future work are given in Chapter 8.
Both magnetic bearing systems and planar actuators are known for many years. Research into magnetic levitation has been conducted since the end of the 19th century [44]. Magnetic bearings are applied to support, for example, high-speed machine shafts and trains. The advantage of a magnetic bearing over a mechanical bearing is that there is no contact, no mechanical wear and low friction.

In 1968 an early planar actuator patent was filed [64]. This planar switched-reluctance motor was developed for an \( xy \)-plotter. Afterwards, also planar permanent-magnet motors [2, 30] and planar induction motors [21] have been developed. These planar or surface motors have either two degrees-of-freedom (the actuator can move in the \( xy \)-plane) or three degrees-of-freedom (the actuator can move in the \( xy \)-plane and rotate about the \( z \)-axis). The actuators are supported by air or other mechanical bearings.

The integration of both techniques, however, is only investigated in recent years. In this chapter an overview of magnetic levitation techniques is given and the state-of-art of magnetically levitated planar actuators is discussed. Three types of planar actuators are distinguished. Planar actuators constructed of several multi-DOF actuator segments, planar actuators with multiple layers of long coils and planar actuators with short coils. A number of these actuators is only described in the patent literature. Consequently, a comparison of these actuators cannot be made.
2.1 Principles of magnetic levitation

Magnetic levitation or suspension is a technique to suspend an object with no other support than an electromagnetic field. An extensive overview of magnetic suspension techniques is given in [44]. In [44], nine different levitation techniques are distinguished. In the field of electrical machines only two types are of interest: electromagnetic suspension with a static magnetic field and electrodynamic suspension, which uses induced currents.

2.1.1 Electromagnetic suspension

In 1842, Samuel Earnshaw proved that passive levitation with static magnetic fields is not possible [18]. To stabilize a magnetically levitated system, a feedback controller is required. There is one exception to this rule. When a part of the system contains diamagnetic materials, which have a relative permeability \( \mu_r < 1 \), passive levitation is possible. Bismuth and water are examples of diamagnetic materials. An ideal diamagnetic material is a superconductor (\( \mu_r = 0 \)), as superconductors reject magnetic fields, which is called the Meissner effect.

An example of an electromagnetic suspension system is shown in Figure 2.1. An iron ball is suspended below an electromagnet. The gravitational force on the ball is compensated by the attraction force of the electromagnet. The distance between the ball and the electromagnet is measured with an optical sensor and the current \( i \) is controlled by a feedback controller. This magnetic suspension system is based on the reluctance force. The reluctance force originates from the change of the reluctance in a magnetic circuit. This bearing can be pre-stressed by a permanent magnet in the ball, which creates a bias field. The advantage of this hybrid magnetic bearing, which contains both electromagnets and permanent magnets, is that a certain distance between the ball and the electromagnet, the attraction force created by the permanent magnet compensates the gravitational force. When the ball is controlled at that position, the electromagnet should only counteract the disturbances. Hence, the power dissipation in the electromagnet is small.

The reluctance force can only attract iron objects and not repel them. To repel objects a bearing based on the Lorentz force, which is also called the Laplace force, can be used. The Lorentz force is the force on a current carrying conductor in an external magnetic field. The Lorentz force \( \vec{F} \) is expressed as:

\[
\vec{F} = \int_V \vec{J} \times \vec{B} dV, \tag{2.1}
\]

where \( \vec{J} \) is the current density in the conductor, \( \vec{B} \) is the magnetic flux density.
distribution not originated from the current in the conductor, and \( V \) is the volume of the conductor. In Figure 2.2 the principle of such a bearing is shown. Figure 2.2 shows a stationary magnet array with its flux lines and two coils. The Lorentz force on the conductors are indicated by the arrows. Both levitation force in the \( z \)-direction, which is proportional to the \( B_x \)-component of the magnetic flux density, and propulsion force in the \( x \)-direction, which is proportional to the \( B_z \)-component, can be produced. The direction of the force vector is dependent on the position of the coil with respect to the magnets. This magnetic bearing is not pre-stressed by a bias flux. Consequently, power is constantly dissipated in the coils to overcome gravity.

When the Lorentz force is applied for levitation, no back-iron behind the coils is used because the iron will be attracted by the permanent-magnet array. To increase and concentrate the magnetic flux density near the coils, a Halbach permanent-magnet array could be applied. Although Halbach magnet arrays were originally developed for particle accelerators [25], this type of magnet array is also used in electrical machines. Machines with a Halbach magnet array have a sinusoidal airgap flux density distribution and do not require back-iron [79]. Figure 2.2 shows the flux lines of a magnet array with only north-south (NS) oriented magnets. The flux lines of a magnet array with a quasi-Halbach magnetization with two magnet segments per pole are shown in Figure 2.3. The horizontally magnetized magnets in this magnet array focus the flux lines to the top side of the magnet array where the magnet flux density levels are increased compared with those of the NS-array.
2.1.2 Electrodynamic suspension

In electrodynamic suspension systems a repulsion force originates from an electromagnetic wave and the currents induced in a conductor by that wave. The currents are induced when there is a speed difference between the electromagnetic wave and the conductor. Electrodynamic suspension is, for example, used in magnetically levitated trains. The excitation field can be generated either by superconducting coils [63] or permanent magnets [24] on the train itself. At low speeds, the generated force is not sufficient to levitate the train. Therefore, these trains are supported by
wheels or electromagnets during standstill and start-up. The characteristic of the force is strongly non-linear and, therefore, this type of levitation is not applied in positioning systems and will not be further discussed in this thesis.

2.2 Magnetically levitated planar actuators constructed of multi-DOF actuator segments

There are different ways to build six degree-of-freedom magnetically levitated planar actuators. A method is to combine several multi-degree-of-freedom actuator segments or forcers. Each forcer can produce a levitation force and a propulsion force. This construction is both applied in short-stroke moving-magnet and long-stroke moving-coil planar actuators.

2.2.1 Planar magnetic levitator

One of the first moving-magnet planar actuators for photo-lithography applications was developed in the mid-nineties [48]. This planar levitator consists of four two-degree-of-freedom actuator segments, which are called linear motor bearings. Figure 2.4 shows a linear motor bearing with two controlled degrees-of-freedom. The bearing segment consists of a stationary coil array with a three-phase winding and a moving Halbach magnet array. The magnet array is levitated (z-direction) and can be propelled in the x-direction. The actuator is ironless. The force can be calculated by the Lorentz force law. The force components in the x- and z-directions are decoupled by the dq0-decomposition. The propulsion force is proportional to the q-axis current component and the levitation force to the d-axis current component. In section 4.1, the application of the dq0-decomposition in planar actuators will be further analyzed.

Four of these linear motor bearings are combined to a six degree-of-freedom short-stroke magnetically levitated planar actuator. A top view of this actuator is shown in Figure 2.5. The levitated platen contains four Halbach magnet arrays. Each magnet array should stay above its own coil array. Consequently, the stroke of this actuator is limited (50x50 mm). An increase of the stroke would require both a redesign of the stator and the translator. Segments I and III can produce force in the y- and z-directions, and segments II and IV in the x- and z-directions. The platen, which has a mass if 5.5 kg, is levitated 250 µm above the coils. At standstill levitation, the rms-position accuracy is less than 30 nm and the power dissipation is equal to 21.6 W.

The disadvantage of this planar magnetic levitator is that only the top side
of the coils, which are near the magnet array produce significant force. Because the coils are wound around a non-laminated aluminum core, eddy currents are induced in the core by both time-varying currents in the coils and movement of the translator. The last effect causes damping.

A similar actuator but with a 90 kg moving part is described in [19]. In [45],
2.2. Planar actuators constructed of multi-DOF actuator segments

2.2.2 Electrodynamic planar motor

The electrodynamic planar motor [13, 14] is a moving-coil planar actuator with a stationary magnet array. It has been developed for a wafer stage of an extreme ultraviolet lithography system. Figure 2.6 shows a top view of this planar actuator. Similar to the planar magnetic levitator (section 2.2.1, [48]), four groups of coils or forcers with a three-phase winding can be recognized. The forcers have two different orientations in the $xy$-plane. Contrary to [48], all forcers use the same magnet array. This is realized by rotating the coils 45 mechanical degrees with respect to the two-dimensional Halbach permanent-magnet array. As a result, this actuator has an infinitely long stroke in the $xy$-plane. This coil orientation will be further discussed in section 3.8.

Figure 2.6. Electro-dynamic planar actuator with moving coils [13].
Each of the four forcer is connected to a three-phase power amplifier. Each forcer can produce a force in the $z$-direction and a force in the $x$-direction (forcers II and IV) or $y$-direction (forcers I and III), as indicated by the arrows in Figure 2.6. The locations of the center of each forcer with respect to each other are optimized to cancel the torque produced by the individual forcers, under the condition that forcers I and III and forcers II and IV produce the same force vectors, respectively. When the torque arm in the $z$-direction cannot be neglected, this condition is not fulfilled during acceleration in the $xy$-plane. In that case, an advanced feedforward controller should prevent the production of torque components.

A moving-coil planar actuator with mechanical bearing and the same coil configuration is described in [10].

2.3 Magnetically levitated planar with multiple orthogonal layers of long coils

The disadvantage of constructing moving-magnet planar actuators of multiple two-dimensional actuator segments is that the stroke is fundamentally limited. When the actuator segments are integrated or stacked in multiple layers, the stroke of such planar actuator can be increased without the necessity to redesign the translator. Such a configuration for moving-magnet planar actuator is shown in Fig. 2.7. This planar actuators has two layers of coreless coils, one layer conducts the current in the $x$-direction (and is capable of producing force in the $y$- and $z$-directions) and one layer conducts the current in the $y$-direction (and is capable of producing force in the $x$- and $z$-directions). The figure shows two possible translator configurations.

Planar actuators with this concept and mechanical bearings have been studied by [20] (translator type 1) and [54, 70] (translator type 2). Magnetic levitation of the mover of the latter actuator has also been investigated [71]. In [49] a magnetically levitated planar actuator with a translator with a magnet array comparable to translator type 2 is proposed. This actuator has six layers of coils, each coil controlling a different degree-of-freedom. In [11] a planar actuator with translator 1 is presented, in which the translator is magnetically suspended by three electromagnets placed above the translator. The coreless propulsion coils were realized in a printed circuit board.

The concept with multiple coil layers has several disadvantages. Because the coils cover the whole length of the stator, only a single translator can be controlled above one stator. Another disadvantage of the coil configuration is that the coil layers have a different distance to the magnet array. As the magnetic flux density declines with the distance, the ohmic losses in the coils located further from the
2.4 Magnetically levitated planar with short coils

The disadvantage of the moving-magnet planar actuator with multiple orthogonal layers of long coils can be overcome by decreasing the size of the coils to less than the size of the translator. As a result, only one layer of coils is needed. However, to obtain long-stroke motion, the set of active coils has to be switched. The stroke of these actuators only depends on the size of the stator, which can, in principle, be

![Diagram of a moving-magnet planar actuator with two layers of stator coils and two types of translators with different magnet arrays.](image)

**Figure 2.7.** Moving-magnet planar actuator with two layers of stator coils and two types of translators with different magnet arrays.

magnet array are higher for the production of the same force. Furthermore, power is dissipated in the whole coil, while only a small part of the coil contributes to the levitation and propulsion of the translator. Consequently, when the stroke of the actuator is enlarged, the resistance and power dissipation will increase.
made infinitely long by adding extra stator coils. Moreover, multiple translators can be controlled above the same stator.

2.4.1 Two-dimensional electric motor

A planar actuator with moving magnets and small stationary coils for lithography applications is described in [28]. The motor is shown in Figure 2.8a. The translator consists of an NS-magnet array, which has an alternating magnetization of the magnets in both the $x$- and $y$-directions. The stator contains square coils with concentrated windings. Sixteen square coils are used simultaneously to levitate and to move the translator. The sixteen coils can be subdivided into four groups of four coils. Such a group is shown in Figure 2.8b. The coils in the group are displaced $\frac{3}{2}\tau$, where $\tau$ is the pole pitch. The basic idea of this actuator is that these four coils can exert a force vector in the $xyz$-plane on the translator, independent of the position of the translator with respect to the coils (see also section 4.1). Four of these groups
are combined to control all six degrees-of-freedom of the planar actuator.

Because this motor is only described in the patent literature, there is no information about its performance. Only the performance of a controller for a planar actuator without active magnetic bearing has been experimentally verified and is discussed in [68]. A planar actuator with this coil configuration is one of the investigated topologies in this thesis. The working principle, the commutation and performance of are treated in the sections 3.8, 4.1, 4.3 and 5.4.

In [4], also an embodiment of this actuator is presented with four layers of short rectangular coils in the $z$-direction.

2.4.2 Inverted planar motor

One of the disadvantages of a moving-coil planar actuator is the cable-slab attached to the translator which causes disturbances. After the development of the moving-coil planar actuator (section 2.2.2), the inventors inverted this actuator and realized a moving-magnet planar motor with infinite stroke capabilities [15]. This actuator is shown in Figure 2.9. Also in this case, the coils are rotated 45 degrees with respect to the permanent magnets. Nine three-phase systems with concentrated windings can be recognized. However, all 27 coils are individually connected to single-phase current amplifiers in order to control the force and torque exerted on the translator accurately and allow for long-stroke motion, as will be further explained in section 4.2.

Figure 2.10 shows a photo of the demonstrator. The levitated permanent magnet array floats freely above the coils. The position is measured with Hall-sensors located in the stator, which provide a measurement accuracy of 0.3 mm. However, when the position is measured with a laser interferometer system, a position error of 10 to 100 nm is expected [58]. The stator coils of the demonstrator are packaged in a ceramic material to quickly remove the heat produced by the coils.

This moving-magnet planar actuator configuration has been developed in parallel and independently of the moving-magnet planar actuator concept discussed in this thesis.

2.5 Conclusions

Magnetically levitated planar actuators are an emerging field of study. Three types of magnetically levitated planar actuators with moving-magnets have been distinguished. Planar actuator constructed of multi-DOF actuator segments, planar actuator with multiple orthogonal layers of long coils and planar actuators with short
Figure 2.9. Inverted planar actuator [15].

Figure 2.10. Photo of the demonstrator of the inverted planar actuator (2006 ASPE annual meeting, Monterey, CA).
2.5. Conclusions

coils of which the set of active coils is switched during motion in the $xy$-plane. The last type is investigated in this thesis as these actuators provide infinitely long-stroke capabilities and multiple translators can be controlled above one stator. The feasibility of this concept has only been demonstrated by the inverted planar actuator (section 2.4.2) and the actuator discussed in this thesis.
Chapter 3

Electromechanical models

The calculation of the magnetic flux density distribution is a crucial step in the analysis and design of electromechanical devices. To determine the torque or force waveforms in a electrical machine, accurate predictions of the magnetic flux density distribution in the airgap between the stator and the rotor are required. These magnetic flux density distributions are usually calculated by using the finite element method (FEM), which is a reliable and flexible method that can deal with regions with non-linear materials and complex shapes. To reduce the computational effort, the three-dimensional problem is often approximated by a two- or one-dimensional problem and by the application of periodical or symmetrical boundary conditions. An other method is to model the device with magnetic equivalent circuits (MEC), in which the flux paths, coils and magnets are modeled by reluctances, magnetomotive force (MMF) sources and flux sources, respectively.

The application of both methods to magnetically levitated planar actuators is not practical for several reasons. Firstly, planar actuator have a truly three-dimensional magnetic flux density distribution, which cannot be simplified to a two-dimensional one. Hence, time-consuming three-dimensional analyses are required. Secondly, the problem size cannot be reduced by the application of periodical or symmetrical boundary conditions because of the finite length of the device and the six degrees-of-freedom of the translator. Lastly, due to the absence of iron, there are no clearly defined flux paths, which can be modeled with reluctances. Moreover, the flux is also not confined within the device. Therefore, Dirichlet boundary conditions, which confine the magnetic flux density in a certain region, should be placed as far as possible from the planar actuator.
In this chapter, a magnetostatic analysis framework for moving-magnet planar actuators is presented. The framework provides three alternative methods to calculate both the force and torque acting in moving-magnet planar actuators. These methods are based on analytical solutions of the magnetic flux density distribution of the permanent magnets and numerical or analytical solutions of the Lorentz force law. Contrary to finite element methods, these models are capable of simulating large planar actuators fast. The first model is based on magnetic surface charges. This numerical model allows to position the translator, which contains the permanent magnets, in six degrees-of-freedom with respect to the coil array. The magnetization of the permanent magnets is modeled by Fourier series in the second model. By this, an expression of the magnetic flux density distribution of the permanent magnets is derived. The Lorentz force and torque integrals are solved semi-analytically and, consequently, the calculation time is short. The third method is a fully analytical method and can be evaluated in real-time. This model is used in the decoupling algorithm of planar actuators. The chapter concludes with an extension of the magnetostatic models to a quasi-static model to solve the voltage equation of the coils. The magnetostatic analysis framework have been published in [41, 34, 36, 33].

3.1 Maxwell’s equations

The Maxwell’s equations govern the electromagnetic phenomena [27, 62]

\[
\nabla \cdot \vec{D} = \rho_c, \quad (3.1) \\
\n\nabla \cdot \vec{B} = 0, \quad (3.2) \\
\n\nabla \times \vec{E} = -\frac{\partial \vec{B}}{\partial t}, \quad (3.3) \\
\n\nabla \times \vec{H} = \vec{J} + \frac{\partial \vec{D}}{\partial t}, \quad (3.4)
\]

where \( \vec{D} \) is the electrical flux density, \( \rho_c \) is the charge density, \( \vec{B} \) is the magnetic flux density, \( \vec{E} \) is the electrical field strength, \( \vec{H} \) is the magnetic field strength, \( \vec{J} \) is the current density and \( t \) is the time. Material properties are described by

\[
\n\vec{B} = \mu_0(\vec{H} + \vec{M}), \quad (3.5) \\
\n\vec{D} = \epsilon_0 \vec{E} + \vec{P}, \quad (3.6) \\
\n\vec{J} = \sigma \vec{E}, \quad (3.7)
\]
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where $\mu_0$ and $\epsilon_0$ are the permeability and the permittivity of free space, respectively, $\vec{M}$ is the magnetization, $\vec{P}$ is the polarization and $\sigma$ is the electrical conductivity.

The forces and torques in the planar actuator are determined with a static analysis. In that case, the Maxwell’s equations are decoupled. For magnetostatic problems the Maxwell’s equations reduce to

\[
\nabla \cdot \vec{B} = 0, \quad (3.8)
\]
\[
\nabla \times \vec{H} = \vec{J}. \quad (3.9)
\]

The solution of these equations can be simplified by the introduction of a magnetic vector potential $\vec{A}$

\[
\vec{B} = \nabla \times \vec{A}, \quad (3.10)
\]

and imposing $\nabla \cdot \vec{A} = 0$, or by the introduction of a magnetic scalar potential $\Psi$ in current-free regions ($\vec{J} = \vec{0}$)

\[
\vec{H} = -\nabla \Psi. \quad (3.11)
\]

The electromagnetic force $F_x$ in a system along the $x$-direction is given by [46]

\[
F_x = \frac{\partial \Lambda}{\partial x} i - \frac{dW_{m0}}{dx} - \frac{W_{mi}}{\partial x}, \quad (3.12)
\]

where $\Lambda$ is the flux of the permanent magnets linked by the coil, $i$ is the current in the coil, $W_{m0}$ is the magnetic field energy due to the permanent magnets and $W_{mi}$ is the magnetic field energy due to the currents in the coils. The three terms at the right side of (3.12) have different origins:

- The first term is the desired electromagnetic force in the planar actuator. This force originates from the interaction of the magnetic fields of both the stator coils and the permanent magnets.
- The second term is the cogging force. The cogging force is caused by the interaction of the permanent magnets on the translator with the teeth structure of the stator geometry. Since the planar actuator is magnetically levitated, the stator is ironless because the attraction force between the translator with permanent magnets and the iron in stator would compromise the magnetic bearing. Therefore, this force is not present in the planar actuator.
- The third term is the reluctance force. The reluctance force is caused by the change of the inductance of the coreless stator coils due to materials in the translator with a magnetic permeability $\mu_r \neq 1$. Finite element predictions of the reluctance force in the planar actuator designs discussed in section 5.4 (with a current density of $J = 30$ A/mm$^2$ in the coils), show that compared to the desired force, the reluctance force due to the permanent
magnets (with \( \mu_r \approx 1.03 - 1.05 \)) is small (< 0.3%) and can be considered as a disturbance force. Not considering a (quasi-) Halbach magnetization, back-iron behind the magnets can be implemented to increase the magnetic flux density and, hence, the force. The reluctance force due to back-iron is an order of magnitude larger than the reluctance force due to the magnets (< 3%, for the designs discussed in section 5.4). The use of back-iron should be carefully considered due to the increased translator mass (see also section 5.2).

There are several techniques for the calculation of the electromagnetic force. The Maxwell stress tensor and the virtual work method are two macroscopic methods. Because the coils in the planar actuator are coreless, the force acts on the current carrying conductors itself and, consequently, it can be calculated with the Lorentz force law

\[
\vec{F} = Q(\vec{E} + \vec{v} \times \vec{B}),
\]

(3.13)

where \( Q \) is the electric charge, and \( \vec{v} \) the velocity of the charge. The advantage of this method over the virtual work method and the Maxwell stress tensor is that only the magnetic flux density distribution of the permanent magnets has to be calculated and not also the magnetic flux density distribution due to the coil currents.

### 3.2 Force and torque production

The moving-magnet planar actuators, which can be analyzed with the methods presented in this chapter, are constructed of a permanent-magnet array with cuboidal magnets and coils with concentrated windings. Although the use of iron behind the permanent magnets is not desired, back-iron can be included in the models by the method of imaging [6] or by changing the boundary conditions. The force on the current carrying conductor is calculated with the Lorentz force law (for magnetostatic problems \( \vec{E} = 0 \)). The force on the magnets opposes the force on the coils

\[
\vec{F} = - \int_{V_{coil}} \vec{J} \times \vec{B} \, dV.
\]

(3.14)

It follows that the torque, \( \vec{T} = \vec{r} \times \vec{F} \), on the permanent magnets is given by

\[
\vec{T} = - \int_{V_{coil}} \vec{r} \times (\vec{J} \times \vec{B}) \, dV,
\]

(3.15)

where \( \vec{r} \) is the vector from the point about which the torque is calculated. Because the permanent magnets are located at the moving part of the actuator, \( \vec{r} \) varies with
the position of the translator. On the contrary, $\vec{r}$ in a moving-coil planar actuator is independent of the position of the translator, as the coils are located on the moving part of the actuator itself.

Linear material properties and rigid body dynamics are assumed. As a result, the superposition principle can be applied to the magnetic flux density, force and torque calculations. All the models are derived for a rectangular coil and a two-dimensional Halbach magnet array.

3.3 Coordinate system definitions

Two coordinate systems are defined in the 3-D Euclidean space to model the actuator. Fig 3.1 shows a partial planar actuator, i.e. a Halbach permanent-magnet array.
and a single coil. A global coordinate system is located at the stationary part of the actuator. In this coordinate system the stator coils are defined. For that reason it is denoted with the superscript $^c$

$$
^c\vec{x} = \begin{bmatrix} ^c x & ^c y & ^c z \end{bmatrix}^T.
$$

A local coordinate system is fixed to the mass center point of the translator. In this coordinate system the magnets are defined. This coordinate frame is denoted with the superscript $^m$

$$
m\vec{x} = \begin{bmatrix} m x & m y & m z \end{bmatrix}^T.
$$

The vector

$$
^c\vec{p} = \begin{bmatrix} ^c p_x & ^c p_y & ^c p_z \end{bmatrix}^T,
$$

is the position of the local coordinate system, i.e. the mass center point of the translator, in the global coordinate system.

Coordinates are transformed from one system to the other with an orientation transformation and afterwards a translation. The transformation matrix $^cT_m$ for a position from the local to the global coordinate system is equal to [52]

$$
^cT_m = \begin{bmatrix} ^cR_m & ^c\vec{p} \end{bmatrix}.
$$

For convenience, the orientation transformation matrix is defined as

$$
^cR_m = \text{Rot}(^c y, \theta)\text{Rot}(^c x, \psi)\text{Rot}(^c z, \phi),
$$

where

$$
\text{Rot}(^c y, \theta) = \begin{bmatrix}
\cos (\theta) & 0 & \sin (\theta) \\
0 & 1 & 0 \\
-\sin (\theta) & 0 & \cos (\theta)
\end{bmatrix},
$$

$$
\text{Rot}(^c x, \psi) = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & \cos (\psi) & -\sin (\psi) \\
0 & \sin (\psi) & \cos (\psi)
\end{bmatrix},
$$

$$
\text{Rot}(^c z, \phi) = \begin{bmatrix}
\cos (\phi) & -\sin (\phi) & 0 \\
\sin (\phi) & \cos (\phi) & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix},
$$

and where $\psi$, $\theta$ and $\phi$ are the rotation angles about the $^c x$-, $^c y$-, and $^c z$-axes, respectively. Thus, the position and orientation of the translator can be described in six
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The transformation matrix \( mT_c \) for a position from the global to the local coordinate system is equal to

\[
mT_c = cT_m^{-1} = \begin{bmatrix} cR_m^T & -cR_m^Tc\bar{p} \\ 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
= \begin{bmatrix} mR_c & -mR_ce\bar{p} \\ 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix}, \tag{3.24}
\]

because \( mT_c \) is orthonormal.

Applying the appropriate transformation matrix, a position is transferred between the coordinate systems, according to

\[
m\vec{x} = mR_c(c\vec{x} - c\vec{p}), \tag{3.26}
\]

and a free vector as defined in [52], e.g. the current density \( \vec{J} \), according to

\[
m\vec{J} = mR_c c\vec{J}. \tag{3.28}
\]

3.4 Magnetic surface charge model

In a moving-magnet planar actuator, a part of the coils will be near the edge of the magnet array. To investigate the influence of the finite length of the magnet array, a model is derived in which all the permanent magnets are modeled individually. A similar type of model has been used in the design of moving-coil planar actuators [13].

3.4.1 Magnetic flux density distribution

The permanent magnets in the planar actuator are assumed to be cuboidal. The magnetic field of such a cuboidal magnet in three dimensions can be derived from Maxwell’s equations, using the scalar magnetic potential. This results in a model of the permanent magnet with two surface charges [22]. The surface charges are on the sides of the permanent magnet, which are perpendicular to the magnetization direction. The surface charges \( \pm \rho_s \) are equal to \( \pm Br \), the remanent magnetization.
of the permanent magnet. The only assumption made is that the relative permeability $\mu_r = 1$ in and outside the permanent magnet. The error due to this assumption is small because high quality sintered NdFeB permanent magnets have a low relative permeability ($\mu_r \approx 1.03 - 1.05$). Figure 3.2 shows the model of a magnet, magnetized in the positive $m_z$-direction. The sizes of the magnet are $2a$, $2b$, and $2c$ in the $m_x$-, $m_y$-, and $m_z$-direction, respectively. The center of the magnet is located at

$$m\vec{h} = [m_{h_x} \ m_{h_y} \ m_{h_z}]^T.$$  

(3.29)

The magnetic flux density in the local coordinate system

$$m\vec{B} = [mB_x \ mB_y \ mB_z]^T,$$  

(3.30)

of a cuboidal magnet magnetized in the positive $m_z$-direction is equal to [78]

$$mB_x = \frac{B_r}{4\pi} \sum_{i=0}^{1} \sum_{j=0}^{1} \sum_{k=0}^{1} (-1)^{i+j+k} \log (R - T),$$  

(3.31)

$$mB_y = \frac{B_r}{4\pi} \sum_{i=0}^{1} \sum_{j=0}^{1} \sum_{k=0}^{1} (-1)^{i+j+k} \log (R - S),$$  

(3.32)

$$mB_z = \frac{B_r}{4\pi} \sum_{i=0}^{1} \sum_{j=0}^{1} \sum_{k=0}^{1} (-1)^{i+j+k} \tan2 \left(\frac{ST}{RU}\right),$$  

(3.33)
where \( \text{atan2} \) is a four-quadrant arctangent function and

\[
R = \sqrt{S^2 + T^2 + U^2},
\]

\[
S = (m_x - m_{hx}) - (-1)^i a,
\]

\[
T = (m_y - m_{hy}) - (-1)^j b,
\]

\[
U = (m_z - m_{hz}) - (-1)^k c.
\]

The magnetic field of an array of permanent magnets is equal to the sum of the contributions of the individual magnets.

### 3.4.2 Force and torque

The force and torque are calculated with the Lorentz force principle. The translator can be positioned in six degrees-of-freedom with respect to the stator coils by using the coordinate transformations. The force on the translator array in the local coordinate system is equal to

\[
m \vec{F} = - \int_{V_{coil}} \left( m \vec{R} \frac{c}{x} \vec{J}^{(c \vec{x})} \right) \times m \vec{B} \left( m \vec{R} \frac{c}{x} \left( c \vec{x} - c \vec{p} \right) \right) dV.
\]

The torque in the local coordinate system is equal to

\[
m \vec{T} = - \int_{V_{coil}} \left( m \vec{R} \frac{c}{x} \left( c \vec{x} - c \vec{p} \right) \right) \times \left( m \vec{R} \frac{c}{x} \vec{J}^{(c \vec{x})} \right) \times m \vec{B} \left( m \vec{R} \frac{c}{x} \left( c \vec{x} - c \vec{p} \right) \right) dV.
\]

The volume integrals are solved numerically using a cuboidal mesh as shown in Figure 3.3a. In every mesh element the integral is solved with the three-dimensional trapezoidal rule [1].

### 3.5 Harmonic model

The magnetic surface charge model takes into account all the individual magnets in the magnet array of the planar actuator. Because the calculation time of this model is proportional to both the amount of permanent magnets and the amount
of coils, the analysis of full planar actuators with many coils and magnets is time-
consuming. For the optimization of the dimensions of the coils and permanent
magnets, the development of commutation algorithms and the comparison of a
large numbers of topologies, a reduction of the calculation time is desired because
the force and torque have to be calculated for many positions of the translator.
The calculation time can be reduced by modeling the permanent magnets as an
infinitely large magnet array with Fourier series and by removing the rotational
degrees-of-freedom from the model. Hence, the end-effects of the magnet array are
neglected.

Fourier series are extensively used in the analysis of electrical machines. In the
field of planar actuators, Fourier analysis has been applied to the force calculation in
both a short-stroke moving-magnet planar actuator [69] (two-dimensional analysis)
and a moving-coil planar $xy$-motor [10, 9] (three-dimensional analysis). In this
section, both a force and a torque calculation method based on Fourier series are
derived, which only require numerical integration of the Lorentz force integral in
the corner segments of the coils.

3.5.1 Magnetic flux density distribution

The magnetic flux density distribution of the permanent magnets on the transla-
tor is calculated in the local coordinate system. The three-dimensional space is
divided into three regions of which a cross section is shown in Figure 3.4. Regions
1 and 3 are in air. The permanent magnets in region 2 are located in between
$m_b \leq m_z \leq m_t$. For region 2, the permeability $\mu = \mu_0 \mu_r$, where $\mu_r$ is the relative
permeability of the permanent magnets. The magnetic flux distribution is derived
Table 3.1 contains the field equations in the three regions. A magnetic scalar potential $m\Psi$ is introduced in all three charge-free regions to solve the problem. The magnetic scalar potential in the air (regions 1 and 3 in Figure 3.4) is governed by the Laplace’s equation and in the permanent magnets by the Poisson’s equation [80].

In region 2, which contains the permanent magnets,

$$m\vec{B}_2 = \mu_0 (m\vec{H}_2 + m\vec{M}) = \mu_0 \mu_r m\vec{H}_2 + \mu_0 m\vec{M}_0,$$

(3.40)

where $m\vec{M}_0$ is the residual magnetization vector [80]. The residual magnetization vector of an infinitely large Halbach magnet array with the permanent magnets distributed as shown in Figure 3.1 is given by

$$m\vec{M}_0 = \frac{B_r}{\mu_0} \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} \sum_{l=1}^{\infty} \left[ -a_k b_l \cos \left( \frac{k\pi m_x}{\tau} \right) \sin \left( \frac{l\pi m_y}{\tau} \right) \right. $$

$$-b_k a_l \sin \left( \frac{k\pi m_x}{\tau} \right) \cos \left( \frac{l\pi m_y}{\tau} \right)$$

$$ + b_k b_l \sin \left( \frac{k\pi m_x}{\tau} \right) \sin \left( \frac{l\pi m_y}{\tau} \right) \right],$$

(3.41)

where $k$ and $l$ are the harmonic numbers for the $m_x$- and $m_y$-direction, respectively,
Table 3.1. Magnetic field equations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region 1</th>
<th>Region 2</th>
<th>Region 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\nabla \times m\vec{H}_1 = \vec{0}$</td>
<td>$\nabla \times m\vec{H}_2 = \vec{0}$</td>
<td>$\nabla \times m\vec{H}_3 = \vec{0}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nabla \cdot m\vec{B}_1 = 0$</td>
<td>$\nabla \cdot m\vec{B}_2 = 0$</td>
<td>$\nabla \cdot m\vec{B}_3 = 0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m\vec{B}_1 = \mu_0 m\vec{H}_1$</td>
<td>$m\vec{B}_2 = \mu_0 (m\vec{H}_2 + m\vec{M})$</td>
<td>$m\vec{B}_3 = \mu_0 m\vec{H}_3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m\vec{H}_1 = -\nabla m\Psi_1$</td>
<td>$m\vec{H}_2 = -\nabla m\Psi_2$</td>
<td>$m\vec{H}_3 = -\nabla m\Psi_3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nabla^2 m\Psi_1 = 0$</td>
<td>$\nabla^2 m\Psi_2 = \nabla \cdot m\vec{M}$</td>
<td>$\nabla^2 m\Psi_3 = 0$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and

$$a_k = \frac{4}{k\pi} \cos\left(\frac{k\tau m \pi}{2\tau}\right) \sin\left(\frac{k\pi}{2}\right),$$

$$a_l = \frac{4}{l\pi} \cos\left(\frac{l\tau m \pi}{2\tau}\right) \sin\left(\frac{l\pi}{2}\right),$$

$$b_k = \frac{4}{k\pi} \sin\left(\frac{k\tau m \pi}{2\tau}\right) \sin\left(\frac{k\pi}{2}\right),$$

$$b_l = \frac{4}{l\pi} \sin\left(\frac{l\tau m \pi}{2\tau}\right) \sin\left(\frac{l\pi}{2}\right),$$

where $\tau$ is the pole pitch and $\tau_m$ is the length of the side of the magnets which are magnetized in the $mz$-direction (as defined in Figure 3.1). It is assumed that remanent magnetization $B_r$ of the magnets magnetized in the $mx$- and $my$-directions and of the magnets magnetized in the $mz$-direction is the same.

The differential equations in the three regions are solved by the separation of variables method. The solution of the scalar potential is a product of functions which involve only one variable. In the magnets

$$\nabla^2 m\Psi_2 = \nabla \cdot \frac{m\vec{M}_0}{\mu_r} = \frac{B_r}{\mu_0\mu_r} \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} \sum_{l=1}^{\infty} \left( \frac{a_kb_l k\pi + b_ka_l l\pi}{\tau} \right)$$

$$\cdot \sin\left(\frac{k\pi m x}{\tau}\right) \sin\left(\frac{l\pi m y}{\tau}\right).$$

$$\left(3.46\right)$$
Hence, a solution for the scalar potential of the form

\[ m\Psi = \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} \sum_{l=1}^{\infty} Z(mz) \sin \left( \frac{k\pi mx}{\tau} \right) \sin \left( \frac{l\pi my}{\tau} \right), \]  

(3.47)
is assumed. In regions 1 and 3 substitution of (3.47) in the Laplace’s equation, \( \nabla^2 m\Psi = 0 \), results in

\[ -\sin \left( \frac{k\pi mx}{\tau} \right) \sin \left( \frac{l\pi my}{\tau} \right) \cdot \left( \frac{d^2 Z(mz)}{dm^2z^2} - \lambda^2 Z(mz) \right) = 0, \]  

(3.48)

where

\[ \lambda = \sqrt{\left( \frac{k\pi}{\tau} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{l\pi}{\tau} \right)^2}. \]  

(3.49)
The general solution of this equation is equal to

\[ Z(mz) = K_1 e^{-\lambda mz} + K_3 e^{\lambda mz}, \]  

(3.50)

where \( K_1 \) and \( K_3 \) are constants. Because of the Dirichlet boundary conditions (zero scalar potential at \( z = \pm \infty \))

\[ m\Psi_1 = \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} \sum_{l=1}^{\infty} K_1 e^{-\lambda mz} \sin \left( \frac{k\pi mx}{\tau} \right) \sin \left( \frac{l\pi my}{\tau} \right), \]  

(3.51)

and

\[ m\Psi_3 = \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} \sum_{l=1}^{\infty} K_3 e^{\lambda mz} \sin \left( \frac{k\pi mx}{\tau} \right) \sin \left( \frac{l\pi my}{\tau} \right). \]  

(3.52)

In region 2 a non-homogeneous differential equation is obtained

\[ -\sin \left( \frac{n\pi mx}{\tau} \right) \sin \left( \frac{m\pi my}{\tau} \right) \left( \frac{d^2 Z(mz)}{dm^2z^2} - \lambda^2 Z(mz) \right) = \frac{B_r}{\mu_0 \mu_r} \left( \frac{a_k b_l k\pi}{\tau} + \frac{b_k a_l l\pi}{\tau} \right) \sin \left( \frac{k\pi mx}{\tau} \right) \sin \left( \frac{l\pi my}{\tau} \right). \]  

(3.53)

The solution equals

\[ Z(mz) = K_{21} e^{-\lambda mz} + K_{22} e^{\lambda mz} - \frac{B_r a_k b_l l\pi + B_r a_l b_k k\pi}{\mu_0 \mu_r \pi (k^2 + l^2)}, \]  

(3.54)
Table 3.2. Boundary conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$m_z = \infty$</th>
<th>$m_z = m_t$</th>
<th>$m_z = m_b$</th>
<th>$m_z = -\infty$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$m \Psi_1 = 0$</td>
<td>$m H_{1,x} = m H_{2,x}$</td>
<td>$m H_{2,x} = m H_{3,x}$</td>
<td>$m H_{3,x} = 0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m H_{1,y} = m H_{2,y}$</td>
<td>$m H_{2,y} = m H_{3,y}$</td>
<td>$m H_{3,y} = 0$</td>
<td>$m \Psi_3 = 0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m B_{1,z} = m B_{2,z}$</td>
<td>$m B_{2,z} = m B_{3,z}$</td>
<td>$m B_{3,z} = 0$</td>
<td>$m H_{3,x}, m H_{3,y}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where $K_{21}$ and $K_{22}$ are constants. The constants $K_1$, $K_{21}$, $K_{22}$ and $K_3$ are calculated with the boundary conditions which are listed in Table 3.2. The expression for the magnetic flux density distribution in the area of interest, region 3, is given by

$$m \vec{B}_3(m \vec{x}) = -\mu_0 \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} \sum_{l=1}^{\infty} K_3 e^{\lambda m z} \left[ \frac{k \pi}{\tau} \cos \left( \frac{k \pi m x}{\tau} \right) \sin \left( \frac{l \pi m y}{\tau} \right) \right. $$

$$\left. \frac{l \pi}{\tau} \sin \left( \frac{k \pi m x}{\tau} \right) \cos \left( \frac{l \pi m y}{\tau} \right) \right] , \quad (3.55)$$

where

$$K_3(\mu_r = 1) = B_r \left( e^{-m_t \lambda} - e^{-m_b \lambda} \right) \frac{b_k b_l \pi \left( k^2 + l^2 \right) + a_k b_l k \lambda \tau + a_l b_k l \lambda \tau}{2 \left( k^2 + l^2 \right) \pi \lambda \mu_0} . \quad (3.56)$$

3.5.2 Force and torque

The obtained magnetic flux density distribution (3.55) can be substituted in (3.38) and (3.39). Because the calculation time of the magnetic flux density distribution of the permanent magnets is not proportional anymore to the number of permanent magnets on the translator, the calculation time of the force and the torque are reduced. A further reduction can be obtained when the rotational degrees-of-freedom are removed from the model i.e. $\psi = 0$ rad, $\theta = 0$ rad and $\phi = 0$ rad or $\phi = \pm \frac{\pi}{4}$ rad.
3.5. Harmonic model

For convenience (3.55) is rewritten to

\[
m \vec{B}_3(m \vec{x}) = \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} \sum_{l=1}^{\infty} e^{(\lambda m)z} m \vec{B}_{3xy}(m \vec{x}, k, l),
\]

where

\[
m \vec{B}_{3xy}(m \vec{x}, k, l) = -\mu_0 K_3 \begin{bmatrix}
k\pi \cos \left( \frac{k\pi m x}{\tau} \right) \\l\pi \sin \left( \frac{\tau m x}{\lambda} \right)
\end{bmatrix}.
\]

The Lorentz force volume integral is split into an integral over \( c z \) and a surface integral over \( c x \) and \( c y \)

\[
c \vec{F} = -\sum_{k=1}^{\infty} \sum_{l=1}^{\infty} \int_{V_{coil}} c \vec{J} \times c \vec{R}_m m \vec{B}_3 \left( c \vec{x} - c \vec{p} \right) d^c V
\]

\[
= -\sum_{k=1}^{\infty} \sum_{l=1}^{\infty} \int_{c_b}^{c_t} e^{\lambda(c z - c p_z)} d^c z \cdot \int_{S_{coil}} c \vec{J} \times c \vec{R}_m m \vec{B}_{3xy} \left( c \vec{x} - c \vec{p} \right), k, l) d^c x d^c y.
\]

The integral over \( c z \) is solved analytically. The surface integral over \( c x \) and \( c y \) are also solved analytically in the straight segments of the coil. In the corner segments, the surface integral is solved numerically using quadrilateral mesh elements as shown in Figure 3.3b. In every mesh element the integral is solved with the two-dimensional trapezoidal rule.

The same approach is applied to the torque. The distribution of the force in the volume of the coil has to be taken into account when the torque is calculated. To separate the integrals over \( c z \) and over \( c x \) and \( c y \), an effective torque arm in the \( c z \)-direction \( c r_z \) is introduced

\[
\int_{c_b}^{c_t} (c z - c p_z) e^{\lambda(c z - c p_z)} d^c z = c r_z \int_{c_b}^{c_t} e^{\lambda(c z - c p_z)} d^c z.
\]

The effective arm is given by

\[
c r_z = c_t - c p_z - \frac{1}{\lambda} - \frac{(c_b - c_t)e^{\lambda c_b}}{e^{\lambda c_b} - e^{\lambda c_t}},
\]
and is dependent on the harmonic numbers \( k \) and \( l \). The effective torque arm is illustrated in Figure 3.5. In the cross section of the coil, the magnetic flux density distribution is shown. The highest values of the magnetic flux density in the coil are near the magnet array. In these areas the force density is the highest. The arm \( c_{r_z} \) for the first harmonic, \( k = l = 1 \), is shown with the bold arrow. The volume current density of the coil can be replaced by a sheet current, indicated by the bold horizontal line in the coil.

With the introduction of \( c_{r_z} \), the volume integral to calculate the torque can also be split into an integral over \( c_{z} \), which is solved analytically, and a surface integral over \( c_x \) and \( c_y \), which is solved analytically in the straight segments of the coil and numerically in the corner segments of the coil.

\[
\begin{align*}
c^T &= -\sum_{k=1}^{\infty} \sum_{l=1}^{\infty} \int_{V_{coil}} (c^e - c^p) \times \left( \vec{c}\bar{J} \times eR_m^m \vec{B}_3 \left( mR_c (c^e - c^p) \right) \right) d^cV \\
&= -\sum_{k=1}^{\infty} \sum_{l=1}^{\infty} e^{\lambda(c^e - c^p)} \int_{V_{coil}} \int_{S_{coil}} \left[ \begin{array}{c} c^x - c^p_x \\ c^y - c^p_y \\ c^z \end{array} \right] \\
&\quad \times \left( c^J \times eR_m^m \vec{B}_{3xy} \left( mR_c (c^e - c^p) , k, l \right) d^cxd^cy \right). \quad (3.62)
\end{align*}
\]

The analytical solutions of the integrals (3.59) and (3.62) are not given because of their complexity.
3.6 Analytical model

The commutation algorithm of the planar actuator, which is described in section 4.3, decouples the force and torque and the coil currents. The algorithm uses a model of the force and torque in the actuator. This model is evaluated every sample time on a real-time DSP system. The calculation time of the model should be as low as possible and, therefore, an analytical model of the planar actuator is used. The analytical model is derived from the harmonic model.

3.6.1 Magnetic flux density distribution

The analytical model only takes the first harmonic of the magnetic flux density distribution of the permanent-magnet array into account. The consequences of neglecting the higher harmonics in the commutation algorithm will be further investigated in section 5.4. The magnetic flux density expression in (3.55) simplifies to

\[
\frac{m}{3} \vec{B}_3 (m \vec{x}) = -e^{\sqrt{2}\pi \tau m} \begin{bmatrix}
B_{xy} \cos \left( \frac{\pi m x}{\tau} \right) \\
B_{xy} \sin \left( \frac{\pi m x}{\tau} \right) \\
B_z \sin \left( \frac{\pi m x}{\tau} \right)
\end{bmatrix},
\]  

(3.63)

where \( B_{xy} \) and \( B_z \) are the amplitudes of the mean value of the first harmonic of the magnetic flux density components in the cross section of the coil (as shown in Figure 3.6b) at \( m z = 0 \). It can be derived from (3.55) that

\[
B_z = \sqrt{2} B_{xy}.
\]  

(3.64)

Transformation of this expression into the global coordinate system of the coils

\[
c \vec{B}_3 (c \vec{x}, c \vec{p}) = c \mathbf{R}_m m \vec{B}_3 (m \vec{r}_c (c \vec{x} - c \vec{p})),
\]  

(3.65)

results in (assuming \( \phi = -\pi/4 \) rad and \( \psi = \theta = 0 \) rad)

\[
c \vec{B}_3 (c \vec{x}, 0) = \begin{bmatrix}
-\frac{B_{xy}}{\sqrt{2}} e^{\sqrt{2}\pi \tau c x} e^z \sin \left( \frac{c x \sqrt{2} \pi}{\tau} \right) \\
\frac{B_{xy}}{\sqrt{2}} e^{\sqrt{2}\pi \tau c y} e^z \sin \left( \frac{c y \sqrt{2} \pi}{\tau} \right) \\
\frac{1}{2} B_z e^{\sqrt{2}\pi \tau c z} \left( \cos \left( \frac{c x \sqrt{2} \pi}{\tau} \right) - \cos \left( \frac{c y \sqrt{2} \pi}{\tau} \right) \right)
\end{bmatrix}.
\]  

(3.66)
If \( \phi = \pm \pi/4 \), a new pole pitch \( \tau_n \) can be introduced, which is also indicated in Figure 3.6

\[
\tau_n = \frac{\tau}{\sqrt{2}}.
\] (3.67)

The clearance between the translator and the stator is small (several millimeters) and, consequently, the rotation angles are limited. The rotation angles can be taken into account with the first order Taylor-expansion for the angles \( \psi \), \( \theta \) and \( \phi \)

\[
c\vec{B}_3 \approx c\vec{B}_3 \Bigg|_{\psi=\theta=0, \phi=-\frac{\pi}{4}} + \psi \cdot \frac{\partial c\vec{B}_3}{\partial \psi} \Bigg|_{\psi=\theta=0, \phi=-\frac{\pi}{4}} + \theta \cdot \frac{\partial c\vec{B}_3}{\partial \theta} \Bigg|_{\psi=\theta=0, \phi=-\frac{\pi}{4}} + \phi \cdot \frac{\partial c\vec{B}_3}{\partial \phi} \Bigg|_{\psi=\theta=0, \phi=-\frac{\pi}{4}}.
\] (3.68)

### 3.6.2 Force and torque

The harmonic model calculates the force and torque numerically in the corner segments of the coil. To obtain a fully analytical model, the corner segments are neglected. The coil is modeled by either four surfaces or four filaments. Figure 3.6 shows the two coil models. The locations of the filaments and the surfaces in the \( c_z \)-direction are calculated using the effective torque arm. In the \( c_x \)- and \( c_y \)-directions, the filaments are located in the center of the conductor bundle.

The Lorentz force on the filaments is calculated by solving a line integral. The force exerted on the translator \( c\vec{F} = [cF_x \ cF_y \ cF_z]^T \), expressed in the global coordinate system, by one coil, which center is located at \( (c_x \ c_y \ 0) \), is equal to

\[
c\vec{F} = -\int_{C} c\vec{i} \times c\vec{B}_3 \, dl =
- \int_{c_{x-w/2}^{x+w/2}} [i \ 0 \ 0]^T \times c\vec{B}_3 \left( [c_{x'} \ c_{y'} \ 0]^T, c\vec{p} \right) \, dc\vec{x'}
- \int_{c_{y-cl/2}^{y+cl/2}} [0 \ i \ 0]^T \times c\vec{B}_3 \left( [c_{x} + w/2 \ c_{y'} \ 0]^T, c\vec{p} \right) \, dc\vec{y'}
- \int_{c_{x-w/2}^{x+w/2}} [-i \ 0 \ 0]^T \times c\vec{B}_3 \left( [c_{x'} \ c_{y'} + cl/2 \ 0]^T, c\vec{p} \right) \, dc\vec{x'}
- \int_{c_{y-cl/2}^{y+cl/2}} [0 \ -i \ 0]^T \times c\vec{B}_3 \left( [c_{x} - w/2 \ c_{y'} \ 0]^T, c\vec{p} \right) \, dc\vec{y'}.
\] (3.69)
where \( w \) and \( cl \) are the sizes of the filament coil along the \( c_x \) and \( c_y \)-directions, respectively, and \( i \) is the current through the coil in Ampere-turns.

The torque exerted on the translator \( \vec{cT} = \begin{bmatrix} cT_x & cT_y & cT_z \end{bmatrix}^T \), expressed in
the global coordinate system, by the same coil is equal to

\[ c\vec{T} = - \oint_{C_{x+w/2}} (c\vec{x} - c\vec{p}) \times \left( \left[ i \ 0 \right]^T \times c\vec{B}_3 \left( \left[ c\vec{x} \ c\vec{y} - cl/2 \ 0 \right]^T, c\vec{p} \right) \right) \, dc\vec{x}' \\
- \int_{c_{y-cl/2}}^{c_{y-cl/2}} (c\vec{x} - c\vec{p}) \times \left( \left[ i \ 0 \right]^T \times c\vec{B}_3 \left( \left[ c\vec{x} + w/2 \ c\vec{y}' \ 0 \right]^T, c\vec{p} \right) \right) \, dc\vec{y}' \\
- \int_{c_{x-w/2}}^{c_{x-w/2}} (c\vec{x} - c\vec{p}) \times \left( \left[ -i \ 0 \right]^T \times c\vec{B}_3 \left( \left[ c\vec{x}' \ c\vec{y} + cl/2 \ 0 \right]^T, c\vec{p} \right) \right) \, dc\vec{x}' \\
- \int_{c_{y-cl/2}}^{c_{y-cl/2}} (c\vec{x} - c\vec{p}) \times \left( \left[ 0 \ -i \ 0 \right]^T \times c\vec{B}_3 \left( \left[ c\vec{x} - w/2 \ c\vec{y}' \ 0 \right]^T, c\vec{p} \right) \right) \, dc\vec{y}'. \tag{3.70} \]

If the length of the coil \( cl = 2n\tau_n \), where \( n \) is an integer, and if \( \phi = -\pi/4 \) rad and \( \psi = \theta = 0 \) rad, the coil only produces force in the \( c\vec{x} \)- and \( c\vec{z} \)-directions and the force is independent of the \( c\vec{p}_y \)-position of the magnet array. The force and torque expressions for a coil with \( w = \tau_n \) and \( cl = 4\tau_n \) are given by

\[ cF_x = -2\sqrt{2}B_zi\tau e^{-\frac{\sqrt{2}\pi}{\tau}} c\vec{p}_z \sin \left( \frac{\sqrt{2}\pi (c\vec{p}_x - c\vec{x})}{\tau} \right), \tag{3.71} \]
\[ cF_y = 0, \tag{3.72} \]
\[ cF_z = -4B_{xy}i\tau e^{-\frac{\sqrt{2}\pi}{\tau}} c\vec{p}_z \cos \left( \frac{\sqrt{2}\pi (c\vec{p}_x - c\vec{x})}{\tau} \right), \tag{3.73} \]
\[ cT_x = (c\vec{y} - c\vec{p}_y) cF_z - \sqrt{2}B_{xy}i\tau^2 e^{-\frac{\sqrt{2}\pi}{\tau}} c\vec{p}_z \sin \left( \frac{\sqrt{2}\pi (c\vec{p}_y - c\vec{y})}{\tau} \right), \tag{3.74} \]
\[ cT_y = (c\vec{p}_x - c\vec{x}) cF_z - c\vec{p}_z cF_x, \tag{3.75} \]
\[ cT_z = cF_x (c\vec{p}_y - c\vec{y}). \tag{3.76} \]

Because of (3.64) the amplitudes of the \( c\vec{x} \)- and \( c\vec{z} \)-components of the force are equal. The torque component \( cT_x \) cannot be expressed as an arm multiplied by a force. Therefore, a single attaching point of the force in the \( c\vec{y} \)-direction cannot be defined. Hence, for accurate torque calculation, the distribution of the force over the coil should be taken into account.

The coil model with four filaments assumes that the force can be modeled to act on the center of the conductor bundle. In reality, the distribution of the force
over the conductor bundle changes with the relative position of the coil with respect to the magnet array. This can be shown by modeling the conductor bundle with a sheet or surface current. The force and torque expression for a coil with \( w = \tau_n, \ cl = 4\tau_n, \) and a conductor bundle width \( cb = \tau_n/2 \) can be expressed as (\( \phi = -\pi/4 \) rad and \( \psi = \theta = 0 \) rad)

\[
c^F_x = -2\sqrt{2}B_z i\tau e^{-\frac{\sqrt{2}n}{\epsilon}} c_{p_x} \sin \left( \frac{\sqrt{2}\pi (c_{p_x} - c_x)}{\tau} \right), \tag{3.77}
\]

\[
c^F_y = 0, \tag{3.78}
\]

\[
c^F_z = -4B_{xy} i\tau e^{-\frac{\sqrt{2}n}{\epsilon}} c_{p_z} \cos \left( \frac{\sqrt{2}\pi (c_{p_x} - c_x)}{\tau} \right), \tag{3.79}
\]

\[
c^T_x = (c_y - c_{p_y}) c^F_z - \sqrt{2}B_{xy} i\tau e^{-\frac{\sqrt{2}n}{\epsilon}} c_{p_z} \sin \left( \frac{\sqrt{2}\pi (c_{p_y} - c_y)}{\tau} \right), \tag{3.80}
\]

\[
c^T_y = (c_{p_x} - c_x) c^F_z - c_{p_z} c^F_x + c^F_x \frac{B_{xy} (\pi - 4) \tau}{4B_z \pi}, \tag{3.81}
\]

\[
c^T_z = c^F_x (c_{p_y} - c_y). \tag{3.82}
\]

The obtained force and torque expressions are similar to the expressions for the coil modeled with four filaments, except for the \( c^T_y \) term (3.81). \( c^T_y \) contains an extra term proportional to \( c^F_x \), which represents the torque caused by the change of the attaching point of the force in the conductor bundle of the coil. In the further analyses in this thesis and in the controller of the realized planar actuator, the model based on the sheet currents is used.

### 3.7 Transient model

The three analysis methods, described in the sections 3.4 - 3.6 are magnetostatic. The results of these methods are also valid during transient operation of the actuator, assuming that:

- The magnetic fields are quasi-static, i.e. the wavelength of the magnetic field is much larger than the actuator size,
- The force caused by eddy currents, for example eddy currents induced in the stator due to the movement of the permanent-magnet array, is negligible,
• The wire diameter of the coil is smaller than the skin-depth. Under these circumstances, the magnetostatic analysis can be coupled with a dynamic model of the actuator. This dynamic model can be used to test controllers and to determine the amplifier specifications, of which the current and voltage specifications are the most fundamental.

The terminal voltage \( u \) of a coil in a linear synchronous machine is given by

\[
u = iR + \frac{\partial \Lambda}{\partial x} \frac{dx}{dt} + L \frac{di}{dt}, \tag{3.83}
\]

where \( \frac{\partial \Lambda}{\partial x} \) is the change of the flux linkage of the permanent magnets with the coil and \( L \) is the inductance of the coil. The partial derivative of the flux linkage to the position, determines both the electromotive force (EMF) caused by movement in that direction

\[
\text{EMF} = -\frac{\partial \Lambda}{\partial x} \frac{dx}{dt}, \tag{3.84}
\]

and the force in that direction

\[
F_x = \frac{\partial \Lambda}{\partial x} i. \tag{3.85}
\]

Since the force calculation through the flux linkage and the Lorentz force are equivalent for a current loop in an external magnetic field [17], the voltage equation can be solved with the force and torque calculated with the magnetostatic models. The voltage equation for a coil which includes all the EMF terms caused by movement in all degrees-of-freedom is given by:

\[
u = iR + L \frac{di}{dt} + e \frac{\vec{F}^T}{i} c \vec{v} + e \frac{\vec{T}^T}{i} \vec{\omega}, \tag{3.86}
\]

where

\[
 c \vec{v} = \begin{bmatrix} \frac{dc_p_x}{dt} & \frac{dc_p_y}{dt} & \frac{dc_p_z}{dt} \end{bmatrix}^T, \tag{3.87}
\]

and

\[
 \vec{\omega} = \begin{bmatrix} \frac{d\psi}{dt} & \frac{d\theta}{dt} & \frac{d\phi}{dt} \end{bmatrix}^T. \tag{3.88}
\]

In a full planar actuator, the differential equation (3.86) for every coil is coupled through the mutual inductances between that coil and the other coils of the planar actuator. The simulation of a full planar actuator is further discussed in section 6.5.
3.8 Magnetic flux density distribution of a Halbach magnet array in a planar actuator

Because the force and torque in the planar actuator can be predicted by the Lorentz force law, the behavior of different types of planar actuators can be explained by analyzing the magnetic flux density distribution of the magnet array. The long-stroke actuators discussed in the literature overview have two types of magnet arrays and coil shapes: a magnet array which is aligned with round or square coils (section 2.4.1) and a magnet array which is rotated 45 mechanical degrees with respect to rectangular coils (sections 2.2.2 and 2.4.2). Figures 3.7a and b show two of these respective magnet arrays and the coils. Both arrays have a Halbach magnetization. The magnetic flux density distribution at 4 mm below both magnet arrays is shown in Figures 3.8 and 3.9. The magnet dimensions and properties of both magnet arrays are similar. The magnetic flux density distribution is predicted with the surface charge model and expressed in the global coordinate system. In this way the components of the magnetic flux density are shown, which are perpendicular to the currents in the coils.

Figure 3.8 shows the three components of the magnetic flux density distribu-
Figure 3.8. Magnetic flux density distribution 4 mm below the magnet array shown in Figure 3.7a predicted with the surface charge model ($\tau = 25$ mm, $\frac{r_m}{\tau} = 0.68$, $B_r = 1.24$ T).
3.8. Magnetic flux density distribution of a planar Halbach magnet array

Figure 3.9. Magnetic flux density distribution 4 mm below the magnet array shown in Figure 3.7b predicted with the surface charge model ($\tau = 25$ mm, $\tau_n = \frac{\tau}{\sqrt{2}} = 17.7$ mm, $\frac{\tau_m}{\tau} = 0.68$, $B_r = 1.24$ T).
Figure 3.10. Amplitudes of several harmonics of magnetic flux density of the magnet array shown in Figure 3.7a predicted with the harmonic model \((\tau = 25 \text{ mm}, B_r = 1.24 \text{ T})\).

The magnetic flux distribution of the 45 mechanical degrees (about the \(c_z\)-axis) rotated magnet array (Figure 3.7b) is shown in Figure 3.9. Due to the rotation with respect to the reference frame, the \(c_B_x\) component of the magnetic flux density distribution is a sine wave in the \(c_x\)-direction and the \(c_B_y\) component of the magnetic flux density distribution is a sine wave in the \(c_y\)-direction. Also the \(c_B_z\) component of the magnetic flux density distribution allows for the use of rectangular coils, which can be oriented in the two directions, as shown in Figure 3.7b. If the coil length

\[
cl = 2n\tau_n,
\]  

where \(n\) is an integer and the coil is not near the edge of the magnet array, the field in the short sides of the rectangular coils is equal, and no force, but only a torque
is acting on the short side. Consequently, the force production in the $e_x$- and $e_y$-directions can be physically decoupled for planar actuators with rectangular coils. Coil 1 in Figure 3.7b can be displaced in the $e_y$-direction without change of the exerted force vector (3.77)-(3.79). The same holds for coil 2 when displaced in the $e_x$-direction.

Figure 3.10 shows the amplitudes of the largest harmonics of the $z$-component of the magnetic flux density distribution, which are also predicted 4 mm below the magnet array. These harmonics are predicted with the harmonic model for different ratios of the sizes of the magnets in the Halbach array $\tau_m/\tau$. The $k = 1, l = 3$ and the $k = 3, l = 1$ have the largest amplitude. The airgap magnetic flux density has the lowest harmonic content when $\tau_m/\tau = 0.53$, whereas the largest amplitude of the first harmonic is obtained $\tau_m/\tau = 0.70$. The influence of the ratio $\tau_m/\tau$ on the force ripples in the planar actuator is further discussed in section 5.4.

### 3.9 Calculation time

The magnetically levitated planar actuators, which are investigated in this thesis, have a four degree-of-freedom magnetic bearing and can move over a long-stroke in the $xy$-plane. To analyze the behavior of such a planar actuator, at least the force and torque should be investigated for multiple positions in the $xy$-plane. Prediction of the force and torque on a grid of 30x30 positions in the $xy$-plane already involves 900 evaluations of the model. In Table 3.3 the calculation time of the different models is listed for the calculation of the force and torque in the geometry of Figure 3.1 ($\tau = 25$ mm) for one position of the magnet array. The calculation time for all models is proportional to the number of coils. The slowest model is the surface charge model, but it is fast compared to the FEM as simulations in the three-dimensional finite element package FLUX3D take 30-40 minutes. The surface charge model is mainly used to investigate the end-effects of the magnet array. The harmonic model is significantly faster than the surface charge model, because only a fractional part of the Lorentz force integral is solved numerically and the number of degrees-of-freedom is reduced. Because of the short calculation time, this model is used for the evaluations of different planar actuator designs in section 5.4. The calculation time of the analytical model is determined on the DSP system controlling the realized planar actuator and is very short. Therefore, this model can be used for the linearization and decoupling algorithm discussed in section 4.3. The required number of degrees-of-freedom of the analytical model in the commutation algorithm of the planar actuator is discussed in [73].
Table 3.3. Computation time of the magnetostatic models for a single coil and a magnet array (Figure 3.1) on one position

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>DOF</th>
<th>Mesh size</th>
<th>Calculation time (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Surface charge model</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1 mm³</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harmonic model (25 harmonics)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1 mm²</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analytical model (surface currents)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>&lt; 2 ⋅ 10⁻⁶</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.10 Conclusions

Three methods to predict the force and torque in an ironless 6-DOF moving-magnet planar actuator are presented. The methods are based on analytical solutions of the magnetic flux density distribution and analytical and numerical solutions of the force and torque using the Lorentz force law. The magnetic surface charge model is the most computational expensive because it models all permanent magnets on the translator separately. By neglecting the end-effects of the permanent-magnet array and reducing the degrees-of-freedom in the model, the force and torque can be calculated for a significant part analytically with the harmonic model. Because only four surfaces in the corners of the coil are meshed, the computation time is low. Finally, a fully analytical model is presented which can be evaluated in real-time by the controller of a planar actuator. The models have been extended to a quasi-static model to predict the terminal voltage of a coil. The force and torque calculation results of the different models will be compared with the measurements of the realized planar actuator in section 7.2.
Chapter 4

Decoupling and linearization of the force and the torque

The planar actuator can be classified as an AC synchronous permanent-magnet machine because of the sinusoidal EMF waveforms. The speed of a synchronous motor is synchronized with the frequency of the currents. To simplify the control of these machines, mathematical transformations are applied to remove the position dependency from the non-linear motor models, and to describe the motor with linear equations. The same approach is applied to the planar actuator. However, the coils in the planar actuator are simultaneously used for the active magnetic bearing and propulsion of the translator in the $xy$-plane. Therefore, standard decoupling and linearization schemes for synchronous motors cannot be applied and a new direct wrench-current decoupling has been developed.

Research into decoupling and linearization algorithm is on the boundary of electromechanics and control engineering because it affects both the actuator design and the controller design. The commutation algorithms presented in this chapter are the result of common research work. The decoupling and linearization algorithm is described in more detail in [73]. The theoretical and experimental results of the commutation algorithm have been published in [74, 75, 76].

It is assumed that all quantities are expressed in the global coordinate frame which is located on the stator of the planar actuator and is indicated in the drawings. The vector $\vec{q}$

$$\vec{q} = \begin{bmatrix} p_x & p_y & p_z & \psi & \theta & \phi \end{bmatrix}^T,$$

is the position and orientation of the translator in this global reference frame. The superscripts indicating the different coordinate systems are not used anymore.
4.1 $dq0$-decomposition

In three-phase synchronous machine analysis and control, Park's transformation [56] (the $dq0$-transformation) is commonly used for the decoupling of machine variables, such as the currents, flux linkages and inductances. The stator quantities are transformed onto a reference frame which is fixed to the rotor. Position dependent quantities are eliminated with the power invariant transformation. Figure 4.1 shows an idealized synchronous machine and the $dq$-frame. The $d$-axis or direct axis is aligned with the rotor permanent-magnet flux and the $q$-axis or quadrature axis is leading the positive $d$-axis with 90 electrical degrees. The machine quantities in the stationary three-phase coordinate frame $(a, b, c)$ can be expressed in a direct-axis component and a quadrature-axis component using the transformation matrix

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
d \\
q \\
0
\end{bmatrix} = \frac{2}{3} \begin{bmatrix}
\cos(\eta) & \cos(\eta - \frac{2\pi}{3}) & \cos(\eta + \frac{2\pi}{3}) \\
-\sin(\frac{\eta}{2}) & -\sin(\eta - \frac{2\pi}{3}) & -\sin(\eta + \frac{2\pi}{3}) \\
\frac{1}{2}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
a \\
b \\
c
\end{bmatrix},
$$

(4.2)

where $\eta$ is the electrical angle between the rotor and the stator phase $a$-axis. In nonsalient machines with surface mounted permanent magnets ($L_d \approx L_q$), such as the planar actuator, the $q$-axis current is proportional to the propulsion force (or the torque in rotating machines). The flux caused by the $d$-axis current can counteract the permanent-magnet flux. In planar actuators, the $d$-axis current will cause the levitation force.

The force components in planar actuators can be decoupled using Park's transformation, when the rotations angles are neglected. Figure 4.2 shows two three-phase coil groups, which are arranged in a herringbone pattern, and a 45 (mechanical) degrees rotated magnet array. The coils in the light gray group can only produce force in the $x$- and $z$-directions and the coils in the dark gray group only in the $y$- and $z$-directions because the coil length $cl = 4\tau_n$ (see also sections 3.6 and 3.8). An analytical model (see also section 3.6) is derived to predict the force exerted on the magnet array. The force $\vec{F}$ produced by the light gray coil group coil can be expressed as

$$
\vec{F} = \begin{bmatrix}
F_x \\
F_z
\end{bmatrix} = \Gamma_F(\vec{p})\vec{i} =
\begin{bmatrix}
-K_x(p_z) \sin\left(\frac{\pi p_z}{\tau_n}\right) & -K_x(p_z) \sin\left(\frac{\pi p_z}{\tau_n} + \frac{4\pi}{3}\right) & -K_x(p_z) \sin\left(\frac{\pi p_z}{\tau_n} - \frac{4\pi}{3}\right) \\
-K_z(p_z) \cos\left(\frac{\pi p_z}{\tau_n}\right) & -K_z(p_z) \cos\left(\frac{\pi p_z}{\tau_n} + \frac{4\pi}{3}\right) & -K_z(p_z) \cos\left(\frac{\pi p_z}{\tau_n} - \frac{4\pi}{3}\right)
\end{bmatrix}\vec{i},
$$

(4.3)
4.1. \textit{dq0}-decomposition

Figure 4.1. Synchronous machine with the \textit{dq-frame}.

Figure 4.2. Two 3-phase coil groups and a 45 mechanical degrees rotated magnet array.
where
\[ \vec{i} = \begin{bmatrix} i_a & i_b & i_c \end{bmatrix}^T, \] (4.4)

and where \( \vec{p} \) is the position of the magnet array in the global coordinate system, \( \tau_n \) is the pole pitch of the (45 mechanical degrees rotated) magnet array, and \( K_x(p_z) \) and \( K_z(p_z) \) are the propulsion and levitation force functions, respectively. The matrix \( \Gamma_F(\vec{p}) \), which contains the force functions, is independent of the \( y \)-position of the coils. Therefore, the obtained results also apply to the three-phase coil groups in the actuator discussed in section 2.2.2.

If the following \( qd0 \)-transformation matrix \( T_{qd0} \) is applied (with swapped \( d \)-and \( q \)-axes)
\[ T_{qd0} = \frac{2}{3} \begin{bmatrix} -\sin(\eta) & -\sin(\eta - \frac{4\pi}{3}) & -\sin(\eta + \frac{4\pi}{3}) \\ \cos(\eta) & \cos(\eta - \frac{4\pi}{3}) & \cos(\eta + \frac{4\pi}{3}) \end{bmatrix}, \] (4.5)

where
\[ \eta = \frac{\pi p_x}{\tau_n}, \] (4.6)

the force produced by the light gray coil group is given by
\[ \vec{F} = \begin{bmatrix} F_x \\ F_z \end{bmatrix} = \Gamma_F(\vec{p})T_{qd0}^{-1} \begin{bmatrix} i_d \\ i_q \\ i_0 \end{bmatrix} = \frac{3}{2} \begin{bmatrix} K_x(p_z)i_q \\ -K_z(p_z)i_d \end{bmatrix}. \] (4.7)

Hence, a negative \( d \)-axis current (i.e. the magnetic flux density of the magnets is counteracted by the magnetic flux density of the coils) causes the levitation force. The \( q \)-axis current is proportional to the propulsion force. The \( 0 \)-axis current (a DC-current) does not influence these force components. The same result can be obtained for the dark gray coil group. Two sets of \( d \)- and \( q \)-axes are indicated in Fig. 4.2. The \( d_x \)- and \( q_x \)-axes belong to the vertically aligned light gray coils and the \( d_y \)- and \( q_y \)-axes to the horizontally aligned dark gray coils.

The same approach can be applied to the group of four square coils which are shown in Figure 4.3. The coils are displaced 270 electrical degrees in two directions, similar to the actuator discussed in section 2.4.1. Also for these coils, an analytical model has been derived with the same method as described in section 3.6. The
Figure 4.3. Two-dimensional semi-four-phase coil group and a magnet array.

The force $\vec{F}$ is given by

$$\vec{F} = \begin{bmatrix} F_x \\ F_y \\ F_z \end{bmatrix} = \Gamma_F(\vec{p}) \vec{i} =$$

$$\begin{bmatrix} -K_x s(\eta_x) c(\eta_y) & -K_x c(\eta_x) s(\eta_y) & K_x s(\eta_x) s(\eta_y) & K_x c(\eta_x) s(\eta_y) \\ -K_y c(\eta_x) s(\eta_y) & K_y s(\eta_x) s(\eta_y) & -K_y c(\eta_x) c(\eta_y) & K_y s(\eta_x) c(\eta_y) \\ -K_z c(\eta_x) c(\eta_y) & K_z s(\eta_x) c(\eta_y) & K_z c(\eta_x) s(\eta_y) & -K_z s(\eta_x) s(\eta_y) \end{bmatrix} \vec{i}, \quad (4.8)$$

where

$$s(\eta_x) = \sin \left( \frac{\pi p_x}{\tau} \right), \quad (4.9)$$

$$c(\eta_x) = \cos \left( \frac{\pi p_x}{\tau} \right), \quad (4.10)$$

$$s(\eta_y) = \sin \left( \frac{\pi p_y}{\tau} \right), \quad (4.11)$$

$$c(\eta_y) = \cos \left( \frac{\pi p_y}{\tau} \right), \quad (4.12)$$

$$\vec{i} = \begin{bmatrix} i_e & i_f & i_g & i_h \end{bmatrix}^T. \quad (4.13)$$
Figure 4.4. Body diagram of the translator of a planar actuator with four forcers.

For notional reasons, the $p_z$-dependency of the force constants $K_x$, $K_y$ and $K_z$ is omitted. In this actuator, a $d$-axis, a $q_x$-axis, a $q_y$-axis and even a 0-axis can be defined. These axes are shown in Figure 4.3. Contrary to the standard $dq0$-transformation, the 0-axis is not a DC-term. The transformation matrix for this coil group is equal to

$$
\mathbf{T}_{d, q_y, 0} = \begin{bmatrix}
-s(\eta_x)c(\eta_y) & -c(\eta_x)c(\eta_y) & s(\eta_x)s(\eta_y) & c(\eta_x)s(\eta_y) \\
-c(\eta_x)s(\eta_y) & s(\eta_x)s(\eta_y) & -c(\eta_x)c(\eta_y) & s(\eta_x)c(\eta_y) \\
c(\eta_x)c(\eta_y) & -s(\eta_x)c(\eta_y) & -c(\eta_x)s(\eta_y) & s(\eta_x)s(\eta_y) \\
s(\eta_x)s(\eta_y) & c(\eta_x)s(\eta_y) & s(\eta_x)c(\eta_y) & c(\eta_x)c(\eta_y)
\end{bmatrix}.
$$

(4.14)

The force produced by the coils can be expressed as

$$
\vec{F} = \Gamma_{F}(\vec{p}) \mathbf{T}_{d, q_y, 0}^{-1} \begin{bmatrix}
i_{q_x} \\
i_{q_y} \\
i_d \\
i_0
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
K_x(p_z)i_{q_x} \\
K_y(p_z)i_{q_y} \\
-K_z(p_z)i_d
\end{bmatrix}.
$$

(4.15)

The $dq0$-decomposition has been successfully applied in the control of both a short-stroke 6-DOF moving-magnet planar actuator (section 2.2.1) and a 6-DOF moving-coil planar actuator (section 2.2.2). In both cases the translator is actuated by four three-phase coil groups. The force in each coil group or forcer is decoupled by the $dq0$-transformation. Each forcer produces a levitation force (proportional to
the \( d \)-axis current) and a propulsion force (proportional to the \( q \)-axis-current) in either the \( x \)- or \( y \)-direction, as illustrated in Figure 4.4. It is assumed that the force produced by these groups acts in the center of a forcer and on the translator itself. The torque exerted on the translator is calculated using the four force arms \((\vec{r}_1^t, \vec{r}_4^t)\). Two extra constraints are added to the underdetermined system of six force and torque equations, e.g. [13]

\[
\begin{align*}
F_{x2} &= F_{x4}, \\
F_{z1} + F_{z2} &= \frac{mg}{2},
\end{align*}
\] (4.17)

where \( m \) is the mass of the translator and \( g \) is the acceleration due to gravity. As a result, an unique transformation is obtained from the force and the torque to the \( d \)- and \( q \)-axis current components of each forcer. In [48] not all torque components have been taken into account in this transformation. The ignorance of these components did not make the actuator unstable. In [13, 16], it is shown that this method of decoupling leads to uncontrolled pitch torque effects, which can be reduced by optimizing the topology and the geometry of the actuator.

Contrary to short-stroke moving-magnet planar actuators, the application of the \( dq0 \)-decomposition in long-stroke moving-magnet planar actuator is not straightforward. Due to switching between different sets of coils, force functions cannot be defined. Moreover, the torque in a moving-magnet planar actuator does not only depend on the relative position of the magnet array with respect to the coils, but also on the absolute position [16]. Therefore, design symmetries, which are used in the design of moving-coil planar actuators to reduce uncontrolled torque effects, do not exist.

An indirect method for the decoupling of the moving-magnet planar actuator discussed in section 2.4.1 is proposed in [5]. The active coils are subdivided in four groups of four coils. Such coil groups are shown in Figures 2.8b and 4.3. Firstly, the method applies Park’s transformation, similar to (4.14), for the decoupling of the force in the groups of four coils. Secondly, the resulting disturbance torque in each group of four coils is calculated. Lastly, this disturbance torque is reduced with correction terms. However, no details are given about the calculation of these correction terms, and it is assumed in this analysis that the force distribution over the coil is position independent.

A new direct wrench-current decoupling scheme has been developed in this project which calculates the coil currents in one step. The method can be applied to both moving-magnet and moving-coil planar actuators. The method does not hold on to the principle of poly-phase coil groups. Consequently, coils should be excited with single-phase current amplifiers. With this method the set of active coils can be switched during the movements of the translator.
4.2 Direct wrench-current decoupling

A model of the planar actuator and the controller is shown in Figure 4.5. The model has strong similarities with standard control models for linear and rotary synchronous machines [23], because position dependent variables are eliminated in the controller and the plant dynamics by non-linear transformations. The planar actuator is modeled by two blocks. The non-linear mapping \( \Gamma(\vec{q}) \) maps the coil currents to the wrench \( \vec{w} \) as function of the position and orientation of the translator. The wrench \( \vec{w} \) is the vector which contains the force and the torque

\[
\vec{w} = \begin{bmatrix} F_x \\ F_y \\ F_z \\ T_x \\ T_y \\ T_z \end{bmatrix}.
\]

The linear time-invariant (LTI) plant dynamics is a model of the actuator with the mass, inertia and damping. The controller also consists of two blocks. The LTI controller determines the wrench set-point \( \vec{w}_{ref} \) from the position reference and the measured position. The commutation and switching algorithm calculates the currents in the coils as function of the position of the translator. This block contains the inverse \( \Gamma^{-1}(\vec{q}) \) of the non-linear mapping in the model of the actuator. The power amplifiers are assumed to be ideal current sources (\( \vec{i}_{ref} \equiv \vec{i} \)). In synchronous rotary and linear machines, Park's transformation and its inverse are usually applied for the non-linear mapping and the commutation algorithm, respectively.

The non-linear mapping \( \Gamma(\vec{q}) \) is a model of the planar actuator. In chapter 3 planar-actuator models have been derived. The models are linear with respect to the current and, assuming rigid body dynamics, the total force and the total torque
is the summation of the contribution of the individual coils. Therefore, with this type of models, the wrench of a planar actuator with \( n \) coils can be expressed as

\[
\vec{w} = \begin{bmatrix}
F_1, x(\vec{q}) & F_2, x(\vec{q}) & \ldots & F_n, x(\vec{q}) \\
F_1, y(\vec{q}) & F_2, y(\vec{q}) & \ldots & F_n, y(\vec{q}) \\
F_1, z(\vec{q}) & F_2, z(\vec{q}) & \ldots & F_n, z(\vec{q}) \\
T_1, x(\vec{q}) & T_2, x(\vec{q}) & \ldots & T_n, x(\vec{q}) \\
T_1, y(\vec{q}) & T_2, y(\vec{q}) & \ldots & T_n, y(\vec{q}) \\
T_1, z(\vec{q}) & T_2, z(\vec{q}) & \ldots & T_n, z(\vec{q})
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
i_1 \\
i_2 \\
\vdots \\
i_n
\end{bmatrix} = \Gamma(\vec{q})\vec{i},
\]

where the force and the torque elements in \( \Gamma(\vec{q}) \) are expressed on a per Ampere basis. As the planar actuator is usually over-actuated, the system of equations is underdetermined and there is an infinitely large set of solutions for the inverse. A convenient solution to search for is the inverse with minimal ohmic losses in the actuator or the 2-norm minimization of the current. Moreover, this solution results in continuous coil currents. The 2-norm minimization is obtained by the Moore-Penrose inverse or pseudo-inverse of \( \Gamma(\vec{q}) \) [61]

\[
\min_{\Gamma(\vec{q})\vec{i} = \vec{w}} \left\| \vec{i} \right\|_2 = \left\| \Gamma^{-}(\vec{q})\vec{w} \right\|_2,
\]

(4.20)

where

\[
\Gamma^{-}(\vec{q}) = \Gamma(\vec{q})^T \left( \Gamma(\vec{q})\Gamma(\vec{q})^T \right)^{-1},
\]

(4.21)

when the resistances of all coils are equal. In [60], an identical direct approach is applied.

The pseudo-inverse solution has similarities with the dq0-decomposition [76]. The force and the torque in both the wrench vector \( \vec{w} \) and the model \( \Gamma(\vec{q}) \) can be split

\[
\vec{w} = \begin{bmatrix}
\vec{F} \\
\vec{T}
\end{bmatrix} = \Gamma(\vec{q})\vec{i} = \begin{bmatrix}
\Gamma_F \\
\Gamma_T
\end{bmatrix} \vec{i}.
\]

(4.22)

Using [32], the current can be expressed as

\[
\vec{i} = \Gamma^{-}_T\vec{T} + (I - \Gamma^{-}_T\Gamma_T)\Gamma^{-}_F\vec{F},
\]

(4.23)

where

\[
\Gamma^{-}_F = \Gamma_F^T(\Gamma_F\Gamma_F^T)^{-1},
\]

(4.24)

\[
\Gamma^{-}_T = \Phi_T\Gamma_T^T(\Gamma_T\Phi_T\Gamma_T^T)^{-1},
\]

(4.25)

\[
\Phi_T = (I - \Gamma^{-}_F\Gamma_F),
\]

(4.26)
and where \( \mathbf{I} \) is the identity matrix. The current in the coils consists of three terms:

- \( \mathbf{\Gamma}_T \mathbf{T} \) causes the torque \( \mathbf{T} \) on the translator but no resulting force.
- \( \mathbf{\Gamma}_F \mathbf{F} \) causes the force \( \mathbf{F} \) on the translator. \( \mathbf{\Gamma}_F \) is the inverse \( dq0 \)-transformation when the coils are distributed according to a poly-phase system and the end-effects can be neglected.
- \( -\mathbf{\Gamma}_T \mathbf{\Gamma}_T \mathbf{\Gamma}_F \mathbf{F} \) changes the distribution of the force caused by the previous term in order to eliminate its torque. This term can significantly contribute to the power dissipation in the planar actuator when the translator is accelerated in the \( xy \)-plane. To reduce this contribution, the mass center point of the translator should be located as close as possible to the stator coils.

The term \( (\mathbf{I} - \mathbf{\Gamma}_T \mathbf{\Gamma}_T) \) multiplied by an arbitrary vector is the null space of the torque. Therefore, multiplication of an arbitrary vector with this term does not change the torque acting on the translator.

### 4.3 Direct wrench-current decoupling with switching between coil-sets

As the Moore-Penrose inverse minimizes the ohmic losses in the coils, there are only significant currents in the coils below the magnet array, since only these coils can efficiently produce force and torque. Consequently, the currents are automatically reduced in the coils near the edges of the magnet array. This commutation algorithm requires a model of the actuator in \( \mathbf{\Gamma}(\mathbf{\bar{q}}) \) which is valid over the full stroke of the actuator, such as the magnetic surface charge model presented in section 3.4. However, this model is computationally expensive because of the numerical integration. When this model is stored in a multi-dimensional look-up table, it requires a large amount of memory and interpolation between data points.

In this project an alternative method is chosen. A computational inexpensive model of the actuator, the analytical model presented in section 3.6, is used in the commutation algorithm of the planar actuator. This model can be evaluated and inverted at sample rates of several kHz by the DSP system controlling the planar actuator. Because the edge effects of the magnet array are not included in this model, additional constraints should be added to the minimization criterion to use only the set of coils for which the model is valid. With these extra constraints the currents in the coils near the edges of the magnet array can be reduced and smooth switching between different sets of active coils is possible.

A smooth diagonal weighting matrix \( \Delta \) contains the extra constraints. As a
Figure 4.6. Example of the application of a one-dimensional weighting function in a 3-DOF actuator: a) Seven active coils, b) six active coils at the transition between two coil-sets.

result, the weighted 2-norm minimization becomes

$$\min_{\mathbf{r}(\bar{q}) = \bar{w}} \left\| \mathbf{r} \right\|_2, \Delta^{-1}(\bar{q}) = \left\| \mathbf{r}(\bar{q}) \right\|_2,$$

where

$$\Gamma^{-}(\bar{q}) = \Delta(\bar{q}) \Gamma(\bar{q}) \Gamma^T \left( \Gamma(\bar{q}) \Delta(\bar{q}) \Gamma(\bar{q}) \right)^{-1}.$$  

A one dimensional weighting matrix $\Delta(p_x)$ illustrated in Figure 4.6. It shows a schematic overview of a 3-DOF moving-magnet actuator with ten coils with concentrated windings. The three degrees-of-freedom are translational movement in the $x$- and $z$-directions and rotational movement $\theta$ about the $y$-axis. The coils of
the actuator are distributed according to a semi-four-phase system, i.e. \( \tau_c = \frac{3}{2} \tau_n \), where \( \tau_c \) is the coil pitch. In this actuator at least five adjacent coils need to be energized to control the three degrees-of-freedom. More details about this actuator can be found in [36] and in Appendix B.

Although the degrees-of-freedom of the actuator can be controlled with five coils, seven active coils are used in this example. When the translator moves over \( \tau_c \) in the \( x \)-direction, the set of active coils changes. With ten coils, there are four different sets of seven adjacent coils. Figures 4.6a and b show two different positions of the magnet array. The weighting function moves with the translator of the actuator. The weighting factors of the individual coils are indicated in Figure 4.6. If the weighting function is equal to 1, a coil is not penalized. If the weighting function is equal to 0, a coil is maximally penalized in the 2-norm minimization and there will be no currents through this coil. To assure a smooth switching between different coil sets, the weighting function should be continuous (no current steps) and differentiable (no voltage steps). For that reason, a raised cosine function is selected as weighting function. The weighting matrix \( \Delta(p_x) \) of the set of seven active coils in Figures 4.6a and b is equal to

\[
\Delta(p_x) = \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{1}{2} + \frac{1}{2} \cos \left( \frac{\pi p_x}{\tau_c} \right) & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & \frac{1}{2} - \frac{1}{2} \cos \left( \frac{\pi p_x}{\tau_c} \right)
\end{bmatrix}.
\] (4.29)

With this weighting matrix, the positions of the translator at which the set of active coils is switched, are exactly determined. Figure 4.6b shows the point at which such a transition takes place. At that position only six coils are energized.

The 2-norm minimization with the weighting matrix can also be split into the force and the torque components

\[
\vec{f} = \Gamma_T \bar{\vec{T}} + (I - \Gamma_T \Gamma_T) \Gamma_F \bar{\vec{F}},
\] (4.30)

where

\[
\Gamma_F = \Delta \Gamma_F \bar{\Gamma}_F (\Gamma_F \Delta \Gamma_F \bar{\Gamma}_F)^{-1},
\] (4.31)

\[
\Gamma_T = \Phi_T \bar{\Gamma}_T (\Gamma_T \Phi_T \bar{\Gamma}_T)^{-1},
\] (4.32)

\[
\Phi_T = (I - \Gamma_F \Gamma_F) \Delta.
\] (4.33)
4.3. Direct wrench-current decoupling with switching between coil-sets

Figure 4.7. Decomposition of the currents in the 3-DOF actuator into three components \( \vec{w} = [10 \ 10 \ 0.1]^T \).
Figure 4.7 shows the decomposition of the currents to obtain a position independent force and torque vector $\vec{w} = \begin{bmatrix} F_x & F_z & T_y \end{bmatrix}^T = \begin{bmatrix} 10 & 10 & 0.1 \end{bmatrix}^T$ on the translator of the 3-DOF actuator (mechanical clearance: 2 mm). Because the topology of the actuator repeats over $\tau_c = \frac{3}{2} \tau_n$, the current waveforms repeat in successive coils. Figure 4.7 shows that a significant current is required to alter the force distribution obtained with the currents $i = \Gamma_F \vec{F}$ and to compensate the torque caused by these currents. Due to the weighting function the currents $i = \Gamma_F \vec{F}$ are not fully sinusoidal.

The 3-DOF actuator only has to switch coils while moving in the $x$-direction. A planar actuator has to switch between coil sets while moving both in the $x$- and the $y$-direction. Hence, the commutation algorithm of the 6-DOF planar actuator uses a two-dimensional weighting matrix $\Delta(p_x, p_y) = \Delta_x(p_x) \Delta_y(p_y)$. The matrix is composed of one-dimensional weighting functions $\Delta_x(p_x)$ and $\Delta_y(p_y)$. The switching principle is the same. Figure 4.8 shows a planar actuator design (based on the actuator discussed in section 2.4.1). The actuator has 64 coils of which only 25 can be simultaneously active. The coils are distributed according to a semi-four-phase system, similar to the coils in Figure 4.3. The two weighting functions $\Delta_x(p_x)$ and $\Delta_y(p_y)$, which move with the magnet array, are indicated in the drawing. The active coil set is colored green, the inactive coils are colored light gray and the coils which are penalized are colored yellow.

The admissible position range of the magnet array is within the intervals $-3\tau \leq p_x \leq 3\tau$ and $-3\tau \leq p_y \leq 3\tau$. This range is subdivided into 16 numbered states with different sets of active coils (Figure 4.9). Figure 4.10 shows the active coils at the boundaries of state 7. The positions of the mass center point of the translator at these boundaries are indicated in Figure 4.11. In Figure 4.10c, all 25 coils are active and none of them is penalized by the weighting function. When the magnet array moves in the positive $x$-direction the left column of the active coils is switched off. At the transition between states 7 and 8 (Figure 4.10d) only 20 coils are active. When the actuator moves further in the positive $x$-direction, five coils in the outer right column are switched on (not shown). When the magnet array moves in the positive $y$-direction the bottom row of active coils is switched off. Figure 4.10a shows the active coils at the boundary of states 3 and 7. In the worst case situation at the crossing of four states, nine coils are penalized by the weighting functions and are switched off (Figure 4.10b).
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Figure 4.8. Weighting functions for a moving-magnet planar actuator.

Figure 4.9. Allowed positions of the mass center point of the translator. The admissible range is subdivided into 16 states.
Figure 4.10. Active coils at the transitions between different sets of coils. The position of the mass center point of the magnet array with respect to the boundaries of state 7 are indicated in Figure 4.11.

4.4 Condition number

The topology of the 6-DOF planar actuator, i.e. the placements of the coils and permanent magnets, should be chosen in a way that all degrees-of-freedom can be
4.5 Conclusions

A new direct current-wrench decoupling and linearization algorithm for moving-magnet planar actuators has been developed. This commutation algorithm is fully model-based. The algorithm inverts a mapping of the coil currents and the force and torque produced by these coils and minimizes the ohmic losses in the coils. A smooth weighting function is applied to switch the coils near the edge of the magnet array because the end-effect of the magnet array are not included in the analytical model used by the commutation algorithm. The mapping can also be used to evaluate the accessibility of the wrench by calculation of the condition number.

Figure 4.11. Positions of the mass center point of the magnet array at the transitions between different coil sets for which the set of active coils are shown in Figure 4.10.

accessed. To determine this, it should be verified that the inverse actuator model $\Gamma^{-}(\vec{p})$ is not singular. The rank of the matrix should be equal to six for all positions and orientations of the translator. The disadvantage of determining the rank is that the rank only counts the number of independent rows and columns.

A more advanced method is to calculate the condition number of $\Gamma^{-}(\vec{q})$. This condition number is the ratio of the largest to the smallest singular value in the singular value decomposition of the matrix [32]. The condition number is a measure of the sensitivity of the matrix inversion to perturbations in the model. Model perturbations in the planar actuator are for example caused by variation of the permanent-magnet properties, mechanical tolerances and offsets in the power amplifiers. If the condition number is infinite, the matrix is singular. If the condition number is sufficiently low, all force and torque combinations can be accurately achieved. The advantage of the use of the condition number over the rank is that also positions at which the planar actuator is ill-conditioned, can be detected. In [73], the condition number is discussed in detail.
The commutation algorithm can be further improved by including the edge-effects of the magnet array in the analytical model.
Chapter 5

Synthesis of the planar actuator

Nowadays, electrical machine designers rely on experience, sizing equations and advanced computer models. The design procedure is an iterative process and often several machine topologies are investigated and compared with the requirements. For many types of permanent-magnet motors, the design procedure is described in the literature [23, 29, 26]. For novel types of electrical machines, such as the planar actuator, these procedures and sizing equations do not exist.

In this chapter, a design method for the long-stroke, magnetically levitated, moving-magnet, planar actuator is discussed. Like any design procedure, the design of the planar actuator starts with specifying the actuator. Instead of synthesizing and optimizing full planar actuator topologies, a different approach is chosen. The planar actuator is considered as a system of \( n \) voice-coil or Lorentz actuators with a common magnet array. A single Lorentz actuator and the magnet array are optimized. With these geometrically optimized coils and magnets, four planar actuators are synthesized, evaluated and compared. To determine and to compare the characteristics of these planar actuators the model presented in section 3.5 is coupled with the commutation algorithm derived in section 4.3. The design and comparison of the moving-magnet planar actuators have been published in [38, 40, 43, 35, 39].

5.1 Specification of the planar actuator

The designed planar actuator is intended for servo applications. Important characteristics of servo drives are a low power dissipation and low force and torque ripples. The four synthesized planar actuators will be compared on these criteria.
Table 5.1. Performance specifications of the designed moving-magnet planar actuator

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Size translator</td>
<td>300x300 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levitated mass without magnets</td>
<td>4.0 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical clearance</td>
<td>1 - 2 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroke (xy)-plane</td>
<td>200x200 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed (xy)-plane</td>
<td>1.0 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acceleration (xy)-plane</td>
<td>10 m/s(^2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the design, the minimization of the power dissipation is emphasized.

The first step in the design of any actuator is specifying its performance requirements and the design constraints. The performance requirements of the long-stroke, magnetically levitated, planar actuator with moving magnets are listed in Table 5.1. The translator consists of a levitated object of 300 by 300 mm and a mass of 4 kg. The magnets are glued to this carrier. There is no additional load specified. Because of the selected translator size, a square magnet array is required, and as a result, the number of possible topologies is limited. Also other multi-physical constraints should be taken into account in the design process.

Thermal design

The dynamics (motion, energy, force) of a servo drive are limited by the temperature rise of the different materials in the actuator. Because the planar actuator has a single-sided active magnetic bearing based on the Lorentz force, power is also dissipated when the translator is only levitated. The power dissipation strongly depends on the motion profile (number of movements, traveled distance, acceleration and deceleration levels, etc.). Moreover, because of the switching between different sets of coils, the power dissipation is also a function of the chosen path. During the optimization and evaluation of the different designs, thermal constraints are not taken into account. It is assumed that the obtained design can be sufficiently cooled without changing its dimensions. The thermal aspects of the planar actuator are further discussed in section 6.4.
Commutation algorithm

The accuracy of the model in the commutation algorithm influences the force and torque ripples of the planar actuator. The planar actuator is commutated using the direct current-wrench decoupling, which is presented in section 4.3. The commutation algorithm predicts the force and torque acting on the translator with the analytical model which is based on the replacement of the coils by current sheets (section 3.6). The coils are actively switched off by a weighting matrix before they are influenced by the edge-effects of the magnet array. This allows the use of the harmonic model (section 3.5) for the analysis of the force and torque ripples in the commutated planar actuator.

Power electronics

In the design process, it is assumed that each coil is connected to an ideal current source (i.e. high-bandwidth, no offset and no drift). No current and voltage constraints are taken into account. The matching of the power amplifier to the planar actuator is carried out after the selection of the actuator and will be discussed in section 6.5. Furthermore, it is assumed that the packing factor of the orthocyclically wound coils [50] is independent of the number of turns of the coil and equal to 0.67.

Mechanics

Rigid body dynamics are assumed and, consequently, the superposition principle can be applied to the force and torque calculation.

5.2 Optimization of a single coil and the magnet array

The planar actuator can be classified as an unrolled AC synchronous permanent-magnet machine with changed boundary conditions due to the end-effects of the magnet array, and with a special commutation algorithm because of the integration of motion in the \( xy \)-plane and an active magnetic bearing. The planar actuator can also be looked at from a different perspective. It can be classified as a system of \( n \) separate voice-coil or Lorentz actuators with a common mover. The Lorentz actuators are independent because the super-position principle can be applied to the calculation of the force and torque on the mover, the Lorentz actuators are connected to high-bandwidth current amplifiers and, as will be shown in section 6.5, the mutual coupling between the coils is low.
Because the Lorentz actuators can be considered to be independent, an actuator consisting of only a single coil and a translator with the magnet array is optimized. It is assumed that the translator is levitated by that single coil. The dimensions of the coil and magnet array are optimized with the objective to minimize the power dissipation. In this thesis, two coil configurations are studied. A configuration with rectangular coils which are rotated 45 mechanical degrees with respect to the magnet array and actuators with square coils which are aligned with the magnet array. Figure 5.1 shows both coil types and a magnet array with a quasi-Halbach magnetization. In the figure, the optimization variables and parameters are indicated. The optimization variables are the dimensions of the coil and the magnets. These variables are listed in Table 5.2. The parameters, which are fixed during the optimization, are listed in Table 5.3. Three different types of parameters can be distinguished:

- The topology related parameters. The topology of the planar actuator, i.e. the distribution of coils and magnets, is, amongst others, defined by the sizes of the coil, $cl$ and $cw$, and the pole pitch of the magnet array, $\tau$ or $\tau_n$. To physically decouple the force production by the rectangular coils (Figure 5.1a) in the $xy$-plane, the coil length is equal to

$$cl = 2n\tau_n,$$

where $n$ is an integer (see also section 3.6). The outer length of the rectangular coil is equal to $2n\tau_n + cb$.

- Knowledge of the magnetic flux density distribution of the permanent magnets in the airgap of the planar actuator is insufficient to predict the required electrical loading or the power dissipation, since the required force for levitation is depending the mass of the translator itself. The mass of the permanent magnets is a considerable part of the total mass of the translator. Therefore, the mass of the translator without the magnets, $m_c$, (the mass of the carrier to which the magnets are glued) and the mass densities of the permanent magnets, $\rho_m$, and the material used to fill the empty spaces in the magnet array, $\rho_f$, (usually an epoxy resin) are parameters in the optimization.

- The permanent magnet specifications, i.e. the remanence of the permanent magnets, $B_r$, and the relative permeability, $\mu_r$.

The objective of the optimization is the minimization of the power dissipation due to levitation of the translator of the planar actuator by a single coil. This coil is aligned with the $d$-axis of the magnet array (see section 4.1). The objective function
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**Figure 5.1.** Optimization variables and parameters: a) Rectangular coil, b) square coil.

**Table 5.2.** Optimization variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coil height</td>
<td>$ch$</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conductor bundle width</td>
<td>$cb$</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio of the magnet pitch and the pole pitch</td>
<td>$\tau_m/\tau$</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnet height</td>
<td>$mh$</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5.3. Optimization parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pole pitch</td>
<td>$\tau$</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coil length</td>
<td>$cl$</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum coil width</td>
<td>$cw$</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass carrier</td>
<td>$m_c$</td>
<td>kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass density of permanent magnets</td>
<td>$\rho_m$</td>
<td>kg/m³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass density of filling material</td>
<td>$\rho_f$</td>
<td>kg/m³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remanence of permanent magnets</td>
<td>$B_r$</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative permeability of permanent magnets</td>
<td>$\mu_r$</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$f \left( ch, cb, \frac{\tau m}{\tau}, mh \right)$ is equal to

$$f \left( ch, cb, \frac{\tau m}{\tau}, mh \right) = \left( \frac{m g i}{F_z} \right)^2 R,$$

(5.2)

where $m$ is the translator mass (including the magnets) and $g$ is the acceleration due to gravity. The optimization variables are subject to the following inequality constraints

$$ch > 0,$$

(5.3)

$$0 < cb < \frac{cw}{2},$$

(5.4)

$$0 < \frac{\tau m}{\tau} < 1,$$

(5.5)

$$mh > 0.$$  

(5.6)

The optimization of (5.2) has been carried out with a multi-variable optimization function in Matlab, which uses a sequential quadratic programming (SQP) routine [3]. The levitation force is calculated using the harmonic model (section 3.5). Only the first harmonic of the magnetic flux density distribution is considered in the optimization. Consequently, the results of the optimization will not change.
if, for example, the length of the force vector, $|F|$, would have been taken into account in the objective function instead of the levitation force $F_z$. Because the force produced by the coil is proportional to the amplitude of the magnetic flux density of the magnet array, the magnet and coil dimensions can be optimized in separate optimizations, i.e. by maximization of the magnetic flux density per unit of translator mass

$$f_m \left( \frac{\tau_m}{\tau}, mh \right) = \frac{\hat{B}}{m},$$

(5.7)

and the maximization of

$$f_c (ch, cb) = \frac{|\vec{F}|^2}{i^2 R},$$

(5.8)

which is also referred to as the steepness of a motor [12].

In the derivation of the harmonic model, the method of separation of variables is used. Under the following conditions, the optimization variables are not correlated in the objective function when the force is calculated with the harmonic model:

- The ratio of the sizes of the magnets in the Halbach array $\tau_m/\tau$ does not influence the mass of translator, i.e. $\rho_f = \rho_m$,
- The influence of the thickness of the conductor bundle on the length of the turns is negligible, i.e. $cl \gg cb$,
- The relative permeability of the permanent magnets $\mu_r = 1$.

In that case the objective function can be simplified to a multiplication of four independent functions

$$f \left( ch, cb, \frac{\tau_m}{\tau}, mh \right) = f_1 (ch) f_2 (cb) f_3 \left( \frac{\tau_m}{\tau} \right) f_4 (mh),$$

(5.9)

which are all positive, continuous and differentiable in the domain defined in (5.3)-(5.6). According to lemma 5.1, the multi-variable optimization problem can be obtained by solving four single-variable optimizations. The results of the single-variable optimization procedure can serve as design rules for the planar actuator and are listed in Table 5.4. The coil height $ch$ is only a function of the pole pitch $\tau$. The conductor bundle width $cb$ is a function of $\frac{cw}{\tau_n}$. No rule can be given for the magnet height $mh$ because it cannot be optimized without the knowledge of the materials and the dimensions of the translator.

**Lemma 5.1.** Let a continuous and differentiable function

$$f(x_i, x_2, \ldots, x_n) = \prod_{i=1}^{n} f_i (x_i),$$

(5.10)
Table 5.4. Result of the single-variable optimization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optimization variable</th>
<th>Assumptions</th>
<th>Optimal value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$ch$</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>$0.283\tau$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$cb \ (cw = \frac{1}{3}\tau_n)$</td>
<td>$cl \gg cb$</td>
<td>$0.527\tau_n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$cb \ (cw = \frac{3}{2}\tau_n)$</td>
<td>$cl \gg cb$</td>
<td>$0.612\tau_n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_m/\tau$</td>
<td>$\rho_f = \rho_m$ and $\mu_r = 1$</td>
<td>$0.696$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and suppose the following conditions hold

$$0 < \min_{a_i \leq x_i \leq b_i} f_i(x_i) \leq f_i(x_i), \quad (5.11)$$

then

$$f(x_i, x_2, \ldots, x_n) \geq \prod_{i=1}^{n} \min f_i(x_i). \quad (5.12)$$

The deviations between the results obtained by the single-variable optimization and the multi-variable optimization are related to the extra constraints of the single-variable optimization. This is illustrated in Figures 5.2a and b. Figure 5.2a shows the optimal relative conductor bundle width as function of the relative coil width for a coil with a coil length of $cl = 4\tau_n$ and for a coil with $cl \gg cb$. The relative conductor bundle saturates for coils with a full-pitch winding $cw > 1.8\tau_n$. In Figure 5.2b, the optimal height $mh$ of a magnet array (121 poles, $\tau = 25$ mm, $\rho_m = 7700$ kg/m$^3$, $B_r = 1.24$ T, $\mu_r = 1.03$) as function of the mass of the carrier $m_c$, to which the magnets are glued, is shown. The magnetic flux density levels near the coils and, consequently, the force produced by the coils is a function of the magnet height (3.56). Because the power dissipation to levitate the translator is minimized, the optimal magnet height $mh$ and, hence, the magnet mass is a function of the mass of the carrier $m_c$. As expected, the optimal magnet height increases for a larger carrier mass $m_c$.

Figure 5.3 compares the power dissipation in a coil ($cw = \frac{3}{2}\tau_n$, $cl = 4\tau_n$) due to levitation of a carrier with $m_c = 4$ kg and three different magnet arrays, i.e. a Halbach array with $\rho_f = 0$ kg/m$^3$, a Halbach array with $\rho_f = 7700$ kg/m$^3$ and a NS...
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Figure 5.2. Single-variable (S-var) and multi-variable (M-var) optimization of a) a rectangular coil with \( cl = 4\tau_n \) and b) a Halbach permanent-magnet array with 11x11 poles, \( \tau = 25 \text{ mm} \), \( \rho_m = 7700 \text{ kg/m}^3 \), \( B_r = 1.24 \text{ T} \), \( \mu_r = 1.03 \).
Figure 5.3. Power dissipated for levitation of the translator with a single coil ($\tau = 25$ mm, $cl = 4\tau_n$, $cw = 3\tau_n$, $m_c = 4$ kg, $\rho_m = 7700$ kg/m$^3$, $B_r = 1.24$ T, $\mu_r = 1.03$ and 121 (11x11) poles in the magnet array). For the NS-array: $\rho_f = 0$ kg/m$^3$.

Figure 5.4. Comparison of $\tilde{B}/m$ for different values of the carrier mass $m_c$ and three different magnet arrays ($\tau = 25$ mm, $\rho_m = 7700$ kg/m$^3$, $B_r = 1.24$ T, $\mu_r = 1.03$ and 121 (11x11) poles in the magnet array, $\rho_f = 1500$ kg/m$^3$ for the Halbach array only).
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The power dissipation of different coils cannot be compared without considering the sizes of the coil itself, because only a limited number of coils can be located below the magnet array and contribute to the force and torque production. To investigate the different coil-per-pole combinations, the effectiveness of a coil is calculated by

$$f\left(ch, cb, \frac{\tau_n}{\tau}, mh\right) \frac{A_c}{A_m},$$

(5.13)

where is the horizontal area of the coil ($A_c = (cl + cb) \cdot cw$ for a rectangular coil and $A_c = cw^2$ for a square coil) and $A_m$ is the horizontal area of the magnet array. In this way, an estimation of the total power dissipation of a full planar actuator design for levitation of the magnet array is given. This estimation does not take into account the force distribution or the switching between coil sets. Figure 5.5 shows the normalized results obtained for a rectangular coil with $cl = 4\tau_n$ and the results obtained from the single variable optimization of $cb$ ($cl \gg cb$). The lowest power dissipation in the planar actuator is obtained for coil-per-pole combinations in between 0.62 and 0.78. For that reason, only coils distributed according to a three-phase system with 3 coils per 4 poles ($cw = \frac{4}{3}\tau_n$) and coils distributed according to a semi-four-phase system with 3 coils per two poles ($cw = \frac{3}{2}\tau_n$) are considered in section 5.4.

**Figure 5.5.** Normalized performance of different combinations of coils per pole.
5.3 Synthesis considerations

Although the analysis of a single coil and a magnet array gives insight in the properties of planar actuators, their final characteristics can only be determined by analyzing full planar actuator topologies. These topologies are defined by the magnet and coil distributions and the commutation and switching algorithm. The synthesis involves a number of considerations.

5.3.1 Controllability

The most important requirement of a synthesized planar actuator design is that it is controllable. At least six individually controlled coils are required to control the six degrees-of-freedom of the planar actuator. An example of such a minimum planar actuator design is shown in Figure 5.6a. The actuator consists of three groups of two coils (A, B and C). It can be shown that, applying $dq$-decomposition (see also section 4.1), each group can produce a levitation force, and a force in the $xy$-plane, independent of the position of the magnet array, when the coils in each group are displaced $\frac{3}{2} \tau_n$. The direction of the force in the $xy$-plane depends on the orientation of the coils. The force vectors produced by each coil group are drawn in the coil groups in Figure 5.6a. Because the coil groups are positioned in a triangle, all six degrees-of-freedom can be accessed, which can be verified by the calculation of the condition number (see section 4.4).

The performance in terms of the power dissipation of this actuator can be improved by adding another six coils, which are rotated 180 mechanical degrees. This 12-coil actuator is shown in Figure 5.6b. The coils of this planar actuator are arranged in a herringbone pattern. Although the currents in the coils are individually controlled, each column of coils forms a four-phase system.

The controllability of magnetically levitated planar actuators is extensively discussed in [73].

5.3.2 Switching between different coil sets

The commutation algorithm of the planar actuator (see section 4.3) actively switches coils on and off. The number of active coils is position dependent. Hence, the power dissipation varies, since the same wrench should be produced by a different number of coils. The variation of the power dissipation can be kept small when only a small percentage of the active coils is switched. Consequently, this tends towards planar actuators with a large number of active coils when this commutation algorithm is applied.
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Figure 5.6. Planar actuators designs with coils arranged in a herringbone pattern: a) Planar actuator with six coils, b) planar actuator with 12 coils. The indication of the magnetization of the magnets in the Halbach magnet array is omitted for simplification.

5.3.3 Arrangement of the coils

There are various possibilities to arrange the coils in planar actuators. The coils in the topology with square coils (Figure 2.8 and Figure 4.10) and the coils arranged in a herringbone pattern (Figure 5.6b) occupy the full stator. In the inverted planar actuator (Figure 2.9), there is a spacing between the three-phase coil groups and, consequently, the stator area is not fully utilized for the power conversion.

The two planar actuators discussed in section 2.4 all have one layer of coils in the z-direction. In [4] also embodiments of planar actuators can be found with multiple layers of short coils in the z-direction. The disadvantage of multiple coil layers is that the magnetic flux density distribution (3.55) and, as a result, the force in the planar actuator, and is proportional to an exponential function

\[
\vec{F} \propto e^{-\frac{\pi \mu_0 n}{\tau_n}}.
\]

Hence, the ohmic losses in the coils located further from the magnet array are higher for the production of the same force and cooling is complicated due to required insulating materials between the coils. Therefore, these multi-layer arrangements are not considered in this thesis.
5.3.4 End-effects of the magnet array

Long-stroke motion of the planar actuator is realized by switching among different coil sets. As the end-effects of the magnet array are not included in the model of the direct current-wrench decoupling, coils are actively switched on and off near the edges of the magnet array to prevent force and torque ripples. To determine the area in which the coils are affected by the end-effects of the magnet array, the magnetic flux density distribution $|B|$ of a magnet array has been predicted by both the surface charge model (which includes the edge-effects) and the harmonic model (which assumes an infinitely long magnet array). In Figure 5.7 the difference between the two models for a Halbach magnet array is shown. The figure indicates that the force and torque, produced by coils of which a part is located below the outer rectangular magnets, are influenced by the edge-effects of the magnet array.

When a coil is switched off, the part of the magnet array above that coil is not used anymore for the power conversion. Consequently, it is favorable to apply short coils, i.e. square coils or rectangular coils with a limited coil length, $cl$, to planar actuators in combination with this commutation algorithm.

5.4 Comparison of four planar actuators

Based on the results of the analysis of a single coil and a magnet array (see section 5.2) and the considerations discussed in section 5.3, four planar actuators are synthesized. All actuators have a square translator of 300 by 300 mm and a square magnet array. Contrary to, for example, the inverted planar actuator (Figure 2.9), the planar actuators compared in this thesis are not constructed of separated multi-phase coil groups. Because the coils are switched during the movements of the translator in the $xy$-plane, these separated groups fall apart. Therefore, the coils in the compared actuators are laid in unbroken multi-phase rows of which the outer coils are switched. This can be realized by arranging rectangular coils in the in thesis proposed herringbone pattern or by using square coils.

The sizes of the coils and the magnets in the four compared planar actuators are calculated with a multi-variable optimization as described in section 5.2. The parameters used in the optimization are listed in Table 5.5. If the coils and magnet sizes would have been obtained from the design rules listed in Table 5.4 and a separate optimization of (5.7) to calculate the magnet height $mh$, the power dissipation of the four actuator would have been less than 2% higher.

The pole pitch of the magnet array is chosen as large as possible for a given coil distribution. Because of (5.14), actuators with a larger pole pitch have less variation in the force when the clearance between magnets and coils is changed.
Figure 5.7. Difference between the predictions of \(|B|\) by the harmonic model (15 harmonics included in the analysis) and the surface charge model 4 mm below the magnet array \((\tau = 25 \text{ mm}, \frac{\tau_m}{\tau} = 0.68, m_h = 7 \text{ mm})\). The figure shows the bottom view of the magnet array.

Because of the analysis results in section 5.2, all actuators have a Halbach magnet array and a coil width of either \(cw = \frac{4}{3} \tau_n\) or \(cw = \frac{3}{2} \tau_n\). In case of the square coils, the coil width is equal to \(cw = \frac{3}{2} \tau\). Conservatism is exercised in the design as it is assured that the coil is either completely switched off or at least severely penalized before a part of the coil is near the edges of the magnet array.

Topology 1 is shown in Figure 5.8. The coils \((cl = 4\tau_n\) and \(cw = \frac{4}{3} \tau_n)\) are arranged in a herringbone pattern. The coils in each of the seven columns are distributed according to a three-phase system. The rectangular coils in each column are displaced over the distance

\[
\tau_{cy} = \sqrt{2}cw.
\] (5.15)
Table 5.5. Optimization parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mass of carrier (without magnets), $m_c$</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass density of permanent magnets, $\rho_m$</td>
<td>7700</td>
<td>kg/m$^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass density of filling material, $\rho_f$</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>kg/m$^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remanence of permanent magnets, $B_r$</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative permeability of permanent magnets, $\mu_r$</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The columns are displaced over a distance

$$\tau_{cx} = \frac{cl + cb}{\sqrt{2}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.16)

The actuator has in between 15 and 24 active coils. The weighting functions $\Delta_x(p_x)$ and $\Delta_y(p_y)$ are indicated and defined in Figure 5.8. The coils are switched with raised cosine functions which have a width of $\frac{1}{2}\tau_{cx}$ and $\frac{1}{2}\tau_{cy}$, respectively. Figure 5.8 shows the active coils for the drawn position of the magnet array. The not penalized coils are colored green, and the penalized coils are colored yellow. This actuator has 28 different sets of active coils. The switching boundaries of these sets are indicated in Figure 5.9.

Figure 5.10 shows the set of active coils (in dark gray) at the boundaries of state 17. The positions of the mass center point at these boundaries are indicated in Figure 5.11. In Figure 5.10c, all 24 coils are active and none of them is penalized. At the transition between states 17 and 24 (Figure 5.10d), the left column of coils is switched off and only 18 coils are active. Figure 5.10a shows the active coils at the transition between states 16 and 17. Despite the fact that the top row of active coils have a different distance to the edge of the magnet array, they have the same weighting factor and are simultaneously switched off. In the worst case situation (crossing of states 16, 17, 23 and 24), nine coils are penalized by the weighting functions and are switched off (Figure 5.10b).

The coils of topologies 2 and 3 are also arranged in a herringbone pattern. These topologies are shown in Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13. The coil pitches $\tau_{cx}$ and $\tau_{cy}$ are defined according to (5.15) and (5.16), respectively, and are indicated
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Figure 5.8. Topology 1: 15-24 active coils, $cw = \frac{4}{3} \tau_n$, $cl = 4\tau_n + cb$.

Figure 5.9. Allowed positions of the mass center point of the translator of topology 1. The stroke is subdivided into 28 states.
Figure 5.10. Active coils of topology 1 at the transitions between different sets of coils.

in the figures. The dark gray coils are active at the indicated position of the magnet array. The coils of topology 2 \((cl = 4\tau_n)\) are distributed according to a semi-four-
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Figure 5.11. Positions of the mass center point of the magnet array at the transitions between different coil sets for which the set of active coils are shown in Figure 5.10.

phase system \( cw = \frac{3}{2} \tau_n \). Topology 2 has the same coil arrangement as shown in Figure 5.6b. An extra row and column of active coils is added to allow for switching between different coil sets. The coils of topology 3, which are the shortest possible rectangular coils (\( cl = 2 \tau_n \)), are distributed according to a three-phase system \( cw = \frac{4}{3} \tau_n \). The disadvantage of using these small coils is that more coils on the stator are needed to obtain the same stroke. Topologies 1 and 2 have a magnet array with 11x11 poles. Topology 3 requires only 10x10 poles. Therefore, the pole pitch of topology 3 is 10\% larger. Topologies 2 and 3 use a switching strategy similar to topology 1 (Figure 5.10).

The fourth topology (Figure 5.14) is a planar actuator with square coils. The coils are distributed according to a semi-four-phase system \( cw = \frac{3}{2} \tau \). The weighting functions are implemented as indicated in Figure 4.8. This topology has the least magnets in the magnet array and, as a result, the largest pole pitch (\( \tau = 30.4 \) mm).

Details of the four topologies are summarized in Table 5.6, that demonstrates that the optimal magnet height, \( mh \), increases for larger values of the pole pitch. Therefore, the translator mass of topologies 3 and 4 is larger than that of topologies 1 and 2. To predict the performance of the different planar actuators in terms of the power dissipation and the force and torque ripples, the commutation algorithm is coupled with the harmonic model (section 3.5). Up to the \( k = l = 9^{th} \) harmonic is included in the simulations. Because the weighting matrix \( \Delta(p_x, p_y) \) switches coils off before the force and torque are significantly influenced by the end-effects of the magnet array, the use of the harmonic model, which assumes an infinitely large magnet array, does not result in significant errors in the predictions.

The evaluation of the planar actuators in its full reachable volume over its full wrench is very computational demanding. Therefore, the power dissipation and the
Figure 5.12. Topology 2: 12-20 active coils, $cw = \frac{3}{2} \tau_n$, $cl = 4 \tau_n$.

Figure 5.13. Topology 3: 25-36 active coils, $cw = \frac{4}{3} \tau_n$, $cl = 2 \tau_n$. 
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Figure 5.14. Topology 4: 16-25 active coils, $cw = \frac{3}{2}r$.

force and torque ripples have been predicted for two static loads. The first load is the levitation of the translator

$$\vec{w} = \begin{bmatrix} F_x & F_y & F_z & T_x & T_y & T_z \end{bmatrix}^T = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 & mg & 0 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix}^T. \quad (5.17)$$

This load gives an indication of the minimal power dissipation. An indication of the maximum power dissipation is obtained by the second load, levitation and maximum acceleration (10 m/s$^2$) of the translator in the $xy$-plane, i.e.

$$\vec{w} = \begin{bmatrix} 10m & 10m & mg & 0 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix}^T. \quad (5.18)$$

The mechanical clearance between stator and translator is equal to 1 mm. The results of these simulations are also listed in Table 5.6.

Although all designs are based on the same starting points, there are large differences between them. The mean power dissipation for levitation of the translator of topology 4 with the square coils is 39 % larger than that of topology 1 with the rectangular coils. The variation in power dissipation of each topology is caused by the switching between different sets of active coils. This is illustrated in Figure 5.15, which shows the power dissipation of topology 1 as function of the $p_x$- and $p_y$-positions of the translator. The difference between the minimum and maximum power dissipation is the smallest for the topology 3 with the most active
### Table 5.6. Comparison of four planar actuator topologies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topology</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>maximum number of active coils (xy)</td>
<td>4x6</td>
<td>4x5</td>
<td>6x6</td>
<td>5x5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>magnetic poles (xy)</td>
<td>11x11</td>
<td>11x11</td>
<td>10x10</td>
<td>9x9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pole pitch magnet array, $\tau$ (mm)</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>27.4</td>
<td>30.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coil width, $cw$</td>
<td>$\frac{4}{3}\tau_n$</td>
<td>$\frac{3}{2}\tau_n$</td>
<td>$\frac{4}{3}\tau_n$</td>
<td>$\frac{3}{2}\tau$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coil length, $cl$</td>
<td>$\frac{4}{3}\tau_n$</td>
<td>$\frac{3}{2}\tau_n$</td>
<td>$\frac{4}{3}\tau_n$</td>
<td>$\frac{3}{2}\tau$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sizes obtained from optimization of single coil and magnet array</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coil height, $ch$</td>
<td>0.28$\tau$</td>
<td>0.28$\tau$</td>
<td>0.28$\tau$</td>
<td>0.28$\tau$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>width of conductor bundle, $cb$</td>
<td>0.56$\tau_n$</td>
<td>0.65$\tau_n$</td>
<td>0.59$\tau_n$</td>
<td>0.65$\tau$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>magnet size ratio, $\frac{m_m}{m_0}$</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>magnet height, $mh$ (mm)</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mass translator, $m$ (kg)</td>
<td>7.95</td>
<td>7.95</td>
<td>8.17</td>
<td>8.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clearance or airgap (mm)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Levitation only: $\mathbf{F} = [0 \ 0 \ mg]^{\top}$ (N), $T = 0$ (Nm)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ohmic losses mean (W)</th>
<th>50.0</th>
<th>54.0</th>
<th>56.8</th>
<th>69.3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ohmic losses min (W)</td>
<td>41.4</td>
<td>40.1</td>
<td>49.3</td>
<td>36.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohmic losses max (W)</td>
<td>69.0</td>
<td>80.1</td>
<td>73.4</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_x$ rms ripple (N)</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>0.116</td>
<td>0.757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_y$ rms ripple (N)</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>0.096</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>0.757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_z$ rms ripple (N)</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>0.182</td>
<td>1.143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_x$ rms ripple (Nm)</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_y$ rms ripple (Nm)</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_z$ rms ripple (Nm)</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Acceleration and levitation: $\mathbf{F} = [10m \ 10m \ mg]^{\top}$ (N), $T = 0$ (Nm)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ohmic losses mean (W)</th>
<th>278</th>
<th>302</th>
<th>303</th>
<th>347</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ohmic losses min (W)</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>258</td>
<td>223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohmic losses max (W)</td>
<td>588</td>
<td>627</td>
<td>443</td>
<td>460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_x$ rms ripple (N)</td>
<td>0.106</td>
<td>0.146</td>
<td>0.191</td>
<td>1.189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_y$ rms ripple (N)</td>
<td>0.218</td>
<td>0.298</td>
<td>0.183</td>
<td>1.189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_z$ rms ripple (N)</td>
<td>0.157</td>
<td>0.251</td>
<td>0.247</td>
<td>1.679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_x$ rms ripple (Nm)</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0.061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_y$ rms ripple (Nm)</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_z$ rms ripple (Nm)</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 5.15. Predicted ohmic losses of topology 1 as function of the $p_x$- and $p_y$-positions during levitation of the translator.

coils. In this topology 11 of the 36 coils (31%) are switched off at the worst case transition between different coil sets. The thermal issues are further discussed in section 6.4.

The force and torque ripples in the planar actuators are small in the three topologies with rectangular coils (topologies 1, 2 and 3). Hence, the use of the simple analytical model (see section 3.6) in the commutation algorithm is satisfactory. The rms-force ripples in these topologies are less than $0.4\%$ during levitation and acceleration. Topology 4 suffers from large force ripples up to $1.4\%$. Using the harmonic model, two causes of the ripples can be investigated: the influence of higher harmonics in the magnetic flux density distribution and the accuracy of the analytical model. The force and torque ripples have been predicted for every harmonic (up to $k = l = 5$) separately and for different values of the ratio of the sizes of the permanent magnets in the magnet array $\tau_m/\tau$. By varying this ratio, the spectrum of the magnetic flux density distribution is changed.

Typical results of this analysis for actuators with rectangular coils and with
square coils are shown in Figures 5.16 and 5.17. The ripples are predicted for the second load. The levitation force ripple of topology 1, which is shown in Figure 5.16, is dominated by the ripple produced by the first harmonic itself. The cause of this ripple is that the analytical model in the commutation algorithm assumes that the \( x \)- and \( y \)-directions are fully decoupled. In reality, there is a small unmodeled cross-coupling of the force components in the \( x \)- and \( y \)-directions of approximately 1% (see section 7.3). This cross-coupling is caused by the round shape of the corners of the coils. The force ripples of topology 4 (Figure 5.17) are only produced by the higher harmonics of the magnetic flux density distribution. The ripples are dominated by the \( k = 1, l = 3 \) and the \( k = 3, l = 1 \) harmonics. These ripples can either be reduced by including these harmonics in the analytical model in the commutation algorithm or by changing \( \tau_m/\tau \) to 0.53. If \( \tau_m/\tau = 0.53 \), these harmonics do not occur in the magnetic flux density spectrum. However, such a change in the magnet array increases the mean power dissipation for levitation of the translator from 69 W to 76 W.
Because of the low power dissipation and the low force and torque ripples topology 1 is selected and manufactured. This actuator will be further referred to as the herringbone pattern planar actuator (HPPA).

5.5 Conclusions

In this chapter a method for the synthesis and optimization of planar actuators is presented. The planar actuator is assumed to be constructed of independent Lorentz actuators in order to optimize the coil and magnet dimensions and minimize the power dissipation of the actuator. The results of this analysis are used to compare a limited number of planar actuators. The design of the planar actuator is influenced by both the chosen commutation algorithm and the demand of a square permanent-magnet array. Simulations of the topologies show that planar actuators with coils arranged in a herringbone pattern combine both a low power dissipation and low force and torque ripples. The ripples in these actuators are dominated

Figure 5.17. Harmonic force ripple components in $F_z$ of topology 4 versus $\frac{\tau_m}{\tau}$ ($\vec{F} = [10m \ 10m \ mg]^T$ (N), $\vec{T} = \vec{0}$ (Nm)).
by unmodeled cross-coupling of the force production in the $xy$-plane. The topology with the square coils has both a larger power dissipation and higher force and torque ripples than the topologies with rectangular coils. The higher ripples are caused by higher harmonics in the magnetic flux density spectrum. Because of the low power dissipation and low force and torque ripples, topology 1 with 15-24 active coils in a herringbone arrangement with $cw = \frac{4}{3} \tau_n$ and $cl = 4 \tau_n$ is selected for manufacturing.

The optimization and synthesis of the planar actuator topologies are for the greater part carried out manually. This process can be automated to analyze more different planar actuator configurations and can possibly be coupled with an optimization algorithm to find optimal topologies.
Chapter 6

Design aspects of the moving-magnet planar actuator

In the previous chapter, four planar actuator topologies have been designed and compared. Based on the prediction of the power dissipation and force and torque ripples, one of the planar actuators has been selected and has been manufactured. During the design process a number of issues, such as demagnetization of the permanent magnets, eddy-current damping, selection of the power amplifiers, the number of turns of the coils, temperature rise, etc. has been neglected. In this chapter, these issues are discussed.

6.1 Final design

The final design of the herringbone pattern planar actuator (HPPA) (topology 1 from section 5.4) is shown in Figure 6.1. The dimensions and properties are indicated in the drawing and listed in Table 6.1. The coil dimensions listed in Table 5.6 are adapted in order to create sufficient mechanical spacing between the coils. Figure 6.2 shows a photo of the HPPA. The planar actuator has 84 coils. The coils have an orthocyclic winding [50]. Although only 24 coils are used simultaneously, each coil is connected to a separate single-phase power amplifier to provide maximum freedom during the experiments. The coils are cast with an epoxy resin. They are mounted on top of a water/glycol cooled aluminum plate. The permanent magnets are glued to an aluminum carrier with an estimated lowest resonance frequency of 785 Hz. The carrier consists of two parts. The magnets have been glued first to a 5 mm thick aluminum plate while an iron plate was placed behind the aluminum. By this method, the magnets are attracted to the iron and pressed against the alu-
Figure 6.1. Herringbone pattern planar actuator: a) Top view, b) side view (sizes in mm).
### Table 6.1. Dimensions and properties of the HPPA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>maximum number of active coils (xy)</td>
<td>24 (4x6)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total number of coils (xy)</td>
<td>84 (7x12)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>magnetic poles (xy)</td>
<td>121 (11x11)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>translator size (xy)</td>
<td>300x300 mm</td>
<td>mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stroke (xy)</td>
<td>232x233 mm</td>
<td>mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clearance (z-direction)</td>
<td>1 - 2 mm</td>
<td>mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>velocity (xy-plane)</td>
<td>1.0 m/s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acceleration (xy-plane)</td>
<td>10 m/s²</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jerk (xy-plane)</td>
<td>1000 m/s³</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pole pitch magnet array, τ</td>
<td>25.0 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pole pitch magnet array, τₙ</td>
<td>17.7 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>magnet size ratio, τₘ/τ</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>magnet height, ℎₘ</td>
<td>7.0 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coil width, ℎₖ</td>
<td>22.8 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coil length, ℎₖ</td>
<td>4τₙ</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>outer coil length, ℎₒ</td>
<td>81.4 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coil pitch (x-direction), τₓ</td>
<td>58 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coil pitch (y-direction), τᵧ</td>
<td>33.3 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coil height, ℎₒ</td>
<td>7.4 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conductor bundle width, ℎₒ</td>
<td>9.5 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of turns</td>
<td>319</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total mass translator, m</td>
<td>8.2 kg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mass carrier without magnets, mₖ</td>
<td>4.28 kg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>permanent-magnet material</td>
<td>VACODYM 655HR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>power amplifiers</td>
<td>PADC3AX52/6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cooling medium</td>
<td>water/glycol</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>epoxy resin</td>
<td>RenCast CW 5156-1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 6.2. Overview of the herringbone pattern planar actuator.

Figure 6.3. Construction of the translator consisting of three parts.

After the gluing of all the magnets, the iron has been removed and the plate with the magnets has been screwed and glued to the stiff part of the carrier. Figure 6.3, Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5 show photos of the translator, the top side of the stiff aluminum carrier and the magnet array, respectively. The magnets are cast with an epoxy resin.

The design and manufacturing of the aluminum parts, and the assembling of
the planar actuator have been carried out by the workshop of the Eindhoven University of Technology, Gemeenschappelijke Technische Dienst (GTD). The coils have been manufactured by Tecnotion. The permanent magnets have been manufactured and glued by Vacuumschmelze. Prodrive has supplied the power amplifiers. More information on the materials and components can be found in Appendix C.
6.2 Working point of the permanent magnets

The force and torque produced in the planar actuator are proportional to the magnetic flux density of the permanent magnets in the coils. The magnetic flux density levels and, consequently, the force and torque per unit of current, can be increased by choosing a higher permanent-magnet grade. This can be done without the necessity to change the design, due to the absence of magnetic parts which could saturate.

In the analysis of the planar actuator with the harmonic model (see section 3.5), only the remanence, $B_r$, and the relative (recoil) permeability of the permanent magnets, $\mu_r$, have been taken into account. It is assumed that each NdFeB permanent magnet operates above its knee-point, which is defined by the intrinsic coercivity value of the permanent magnet. If (a part of) a magnet operates below the knee-point, the permanent magnet is irreversibly demagnetized [23]. The operating point of the magnets in the Halbach magnet array is calculated using a finite element analysis in FLUX3D [8]. Figure 6.6 shows the operating points (the crosses) of the magnets in the Halbach array with a rectangular shape (which are magnetized in the $x$- or $y$-direction) and square shape (which are magnetized in the $z$-direction), when no external field is applied. The operating points are predicted on three-dimensional grids in the magnets. The idealized demagnetization curve of the magnets is also shown in Figure 6.6. The remanent magnetization of the simulated permanent magnets is $B_r = 1.23$ T and the relative permeability is $\mu_r = 1.05$. The figure shows that a single operating point for the magnet cannot be defined. The operating points are distributed over the full second quadrant and also partly in the first quadrant. Some parts of the magnets operate at low points in the BH-curve and are sensible to demagnetization. The magnet parts which operate at $B_x < 0.25$ T and at $B_z < 0.25$ T are identified in Figures 6.7a and b, respectively. These points are located near the edges of the permanent magnets.

The permanent magnets can be demagnetized both by external magnetic fields of the coils and by temperature rise. To analyze possible demagnetization by the magnetic fields of the coils, magneto-motive force (MMF) distributions in the planar actuator have been analyzed. For the position of the magnet array indicated in Figure 6.8, the magnetic flux density components caused by the MMF distributions are shown in Figure 6.9 for two loads: levitation only, and levitation and acceleration in the $y$-direction with $14.1$ m/s$^2$. The magnetic flux density distribution has been predicted 1 mm above the coils using FLUX3D. The clearance between coils and magnet is assumed to be 2 mm. The coordinate systems are indicated in Figure 6.8. The amplitude of the magnetic flux density distribution of the coils is small in comparison with the amplitude of the magnetic flux density distribution of the
Figure 6.6. Operating points of the permanent magnets in the Halbach array of the planar actuator when no external magnetic field is applied.

Figure 6.7. Parts within the magnets with an operating point with $B < 0.25 \text{ T}$ when no external magnetic field is applied (the arrows indicate the magnetization direction).

magnets, which is shown in Figure 6.10. This distribution has been predicted with the surface charge model (section 3.4).

Because of the small magnetic flux density levels produced by the coils, demagnetization can only occur due to temperature rise or during assembly. To prevent any risk of demagnetization VACODYM 665HR is selected as magnet material, which has a high intrinsic coercivity of 1670 kA/m ($20^\circ$C). Up to 100 $^\circ$C,
6.3 Eddy-current damping

Eddy currents are induced in conducting materials by varying magnetic fields. The eddy currents cause losses and damping. Electrical machines are usually constructed of laminated steel or soft magnetic composites to reduce the eddy-current losses. Most parts of the ironless planar actuator are made of aluminum plates, because it is cheap and can be easily machined. Aluminium is besides a good thermal conductor also a good electric conductor. Hence, induced eddy currents could cause unwanted damping. Alternatively, ceramic materials, such as aluminum oxide or aluminum nitrite, could be used for the construction of the stator. The advantage of these ceramic materials is that they are thermal conductors and electrical insulators. However, ceramic materials are expensive, hard and brittle. Hence, machining is difficult. The inverted planar actuator, discussed in section 2.2.2 has a ceramic stator construction.

In the designed planar actuator eddy currents can be induced in the following parts:

- the aluminum stator construction due to movements of the permanent-
Figure 6.9. MMF-distribution of the coils in the HPPA for two loads: levitation, and levitation and acceleration in the $c_y$-direction, predicted 1 mm above the coils. Coordinate systems are defined in Figure 6.8.
Figure 6.10. Components of the magnetic flux density distribution of the permanent magnets in the HPPA, predicted 1 mm below the magnet array. Coordinate systems are defined in Figure 6.8.
6.3. Eddy-current damping

Figure 6.11. Moving magnet array inducing eddy currents in the aluminum stator construction.

magnet array,

- the coils due to movements of the magnet array,
- the magnets due to the time varying field of the coils.

When the magnet array is moved above the stator, eddy currents are induced in the aluminum stator construction. Consequently, the system could behave as an eddy-current brake. To prevent this, the distance between the magnet array and the aluminum should be sufficiently large (Figure 6.11). The damping force due to eddy currents in the aluminum stator construction has been predicted by a transient finite element simulation in FLUX3D for different distances \( d \) between the aluminum plate and the magnet array (Figure 6.11). Only the first harmonic of the magnetic flux density distribution of the magnets is taken into account. The higher harmonics are neglected because they are small at larger distances from the magnet array. The total harmonic distortion of the magnetic flux density of the magnet array is less than 0.3% for \( d = 10 \) mm. Figure 6.12 shows the predicted eddy-current damping force. Corresponding to the analyses of eddy-current damping in [67, 57], a trend-line can be drawn through the predicted damping force points which is proportional to \( B^2 \), where \( B \) is the flux density on the surface of the aluminum.

In the realized planar actuator, the coils are placed on aluminum oxide stands of 10 mm (Figure 6.13) to create a clearance of at least \( d = 17.4 \) mm between the magnets and the aluminum plate. The gap is filled with an epoxy resin.

The amplitude of the magnetic flux density at the surface of the aluminum plate caused by the magnets is of the same order of magnitude as the flux density distribution of the coils on the magnet surface (Figure 6.9). As the resistivity of NdFeB is more than 40 times higher than that of the aluminum and the magnet array is segmented, induced eddy currents in the magnet array are neglected. The eddy currents in the coils are also neglected because the coils are wound of wire with a small diameter (0.45 mm) and not of foils.
Figure 6.12. Damping force due to induced eddy currents in the aluminum stator construction (velocity of the magnet array is equal to 1 m/s).

Figure 6.13. Coils in the planar actuator placed on aluminum oxide stands.

6.4 Thermal design

The performance of an electrical machine is in general limited by the temperature distribution inside its configuration. For every material in an actuator, there is a maximum allowable temperature. Above this temperature, the materials are damaged or disintegrate. For example, at a certain temperature the wire insulation of a coil melts and a magnet demagnetizes. Therefore, the calculation of the temperature distribution is an important step in the design of an actuator.

Three different modes of heat transfer can be distinguished [53]:

- Conduction. Conduction is the heat flow through a substance and is governed by

\[ \bar{q}_t = -k \nabla T, \]  
(6.1)
where $\vec{q}_t$ is the heat flux, $T$ is the temperature and $k$ is thermal conductivity of the medium.

- Convection. Convection is the heat transfer from a surface to a moving fluid such as air or water. The heat flow is modeled by

$$q_t = h\Delta T,$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.2)

where $h$ is the convective heat transfer coefficient and $\Delta T = T_2 - T_1$ is the temperature difference between the surface and the fluid.

- Radiation. Energy between two surfaces is exchanged by the emission and absorption of electromagnetic waves and can also occur in vacuum. Radiation between one surface enclosed by another surface with equal emissivity $\epsilon_t$ can be described by

$$q_t = \sigma_{SB}\epsilon_t(T_1^4 - T_2^4),$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.3)

where $\sigma_{SB}$ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant ($\sigma_{SB} = 5.67 \cdot 10^{-8} \text{ W m}^{-2}\text{K}^{-4}$), and $T_1$ and $T_2$ are the temperatures of the respective surfaces. In electrical machines the temperature difference is usually small, and, therefore, (6.3) can be linearized and expressed as

$$q_t = h_r(T_2 - T_1),$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.4)

where $h_r$ is the radiation heat transfer coefficient (at room temperature, $h_r \approx 6\epsilon_t$). Therefore, radiation heat transfer is usually not separately taken into account in the analysis of actuators [51]. Because the realized planar actuator will not be placed in vacuum, this approach is also applied in this case.

An engineering method to calculate the temperature distribution is to derive a thermal equivalent circuit (TEC). The thermal network is analog to an electrical network. The generated heat is represented by a current source and the temperature by a voltage. The materials are modeled by thermal resistors and heat capacitors. The thermal resistance $R$ of a heat path in a material with thermal conductivity $k$ is equal to

$$R = \frac{l}{kA},$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.5)

where $l$ is the length of the heat path and $A$ is the area of the surface through which the heat is transferred. Convection at a surface is modeled by a resistor with a resistance

$$R = \frac{1}{hA}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.6)
In most electrical machines, all coils conduct the same rms-current. However, in the moving-magnet planar actuator the current in a coil is not only determined by the load but also by the path followed by the translator, as only the coils below the magnet array are energized. Moreover, for every millimeter the translator of the designed planar actuator is levitated higher above the stator, the coil currents increase with 19.4% and, consequently, the power dissipation increases with 42.7% (see (3.77)-(3.79)). Hence, without knowledge of the motion profile, the temperature cannot be accurately predicted.

To estimate the worst-case steady-state temperature distribution in the planar actuator, it is assumed that the rms-current in all coils is the same and, therefore, only heat is transferred in the $z$-direction. The thermal equivalent circuit of half a coil is shown in Figure 6.14. Only the heat path through the coil itself is modeled. Moreover, convection and radiation in the airgap are neglected. The thermal resistances are calculated with the material properties listed in Appendix C. The results of the analysis of the network are shown in Figure 6.15. Figure 6.15a shows the prediction of the coil ($T_{\text{coil}}$) and magnet ($T_{\text{magnet}}$) temperature with the thermal equivalent network and with a two-dimensional FEM in FLUX2D [8]. FLUX2D predicts a lower temperature because there is a also a heat path parallel to the coil in the epoxy resin surrounding the coil. The figure illustrates that the temperatures of the coil and magnet strongly depend on the thermal conductivity of the material (resistor $R_{\text{spacing}}$ in Figure 6.14) by which the space between the coils and the water-cooling system is filled (see also Figure 6.13). Most of the heat in the planar actuator is removed by the water-cooling system, as shown in Figure 6.15b.

Because of cost reasons, the space between the coils and the water-cooling system in the realized motor is filled with an epoxy resin containing 60% aluminum powder (RenCast CW 5156-1 / Ren HY 5158). This epoxy resin has a thermal conductivity of approximately 0.9 W/(mK), as estimated by the manufacturer. The thermal properties of the actuator could be significantly improved by using aluminum oxide plates ($k = 27 – 30$ W/(mK)) instead of this epoxy resin as demonstrated in Figure 6.15a. The temperature distribution predicted with FLUX2D for $k_{\text{spacing}} = 0.9$ W/(mK) is shown in Figure 6.16. To enforce the heat transfer in the $z$-direction only, adiabatic boundary conditions are applied on the sides of the problem. Except for the resin, the dominant thermal resistances are in the airgap and in the coil.

The thermal properties of the wire-wound coil are anisotropic. The thermal conductivity is high in the direction of the current but low in the directions perpendicular to the current because of the wire insulation layers (see also [77]). The thermal conductivity of the coil can be improved in an extra direction by the use of foil-wound coils; however, this will also result in damping caused by induced eddy
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Figure 6.14. Thermal equivalent network of half a coil.

Figure 6.15. Results of the analysis of the thermal equivalent network of half a coil for different values of the thermal conductivity of the resin $k_{\text{spacing}}$: a) Steady-state temperature, b) heat flow to the water-cooling system. Current density in the coil: $J = 3.5\, \text{A/mm}^2$ and ambient temperature: $20\, ^\circ\text{C}$.

currents, as explained in section 6.3.

The temperature of the stator of the realized planar actuator can only be measured at the surface because no thermocouples have been embedded in the stator. Figure 6.17 shows a steady-state thermal image of the stator, measured with a FLIR
Figure 6.16. Temperature distribution predicted by FLUX2D. Current density in the coil: $J = 3.5\, \text{A/mm}^2$, $k_{\text{spacing}} = 0.9\, \text{W/ (mK)}$ and ambient temperature: $20\, ^\circ\text{C}$.

ThermaCAM S45 infrared camera. The current density in all coils is equal to $3.5\, \text{A/mm}^2$. As a result, the heat flow in the horizontal plane is minimized, and the coils in the center of the stator have the same temperatures. The total power dissipation is $310\, \text{W}$. The measured thermal time constant of the stator is $4\, \text{minutes}$. The measurement is carried out without the translator present. In order to analytically verify this measurement, the translator is also omitted in the thermal model and a convective heat transfer is assumed on the stator surface with $h = 15\, \text{W/(m}^2\text{K)}$. The coil temperature predicted by the thermal model is equal to $48.2\, ^\circ\text{C}$. The maximum measured coil temperature is $43.2\, ^\circ\text{C}$. The difference is $25\%$. The influence of aluminum oxide stands in the corners of the coils ($k = 30\, \text{W/(mK)}$) can be recognized in the thermal image by the lower temperature in the corners of the coils.

Although the measurements results of Figure 6.17 are in reasonable good agreement with the predictions of the thermal equivalent network, the validity of the model is limited in situations, in which the current densities in the coils are not equal and, as a result, there is significant heat transfer in the horizontal plane. Figure 6.18 shows a thermal image of the stator in such situation. If the translator would have been present during the measurement, the currents in the 24 energized coils would have levitated the translator $2\, \text{mm}$ above the stator coils for the position of the translator with respect to the coils as shown in Figure 6.8. The TEC model predicts a maximum coil temperature of $56.7\, ^\circ\text{C}$, whereas a maximum temperature
Figure 6.17. Thermal image of the stator of the planar actuator; $J = 3.5 \, \text{A/mm}^2$, ambient temperature: 22.8 °C.

Figure 6.18. Thermal image of the stator of the planar actuator. The currents would have levitated the translator 2 mm above the stator coils with 24 coils. Ambient temperature: 20.0 °C.
of 37.6 °C is measured.

To investigate the thermal characteristics of the planar actuator more thoroughly, the TEC model should be expanded to multiple coils with heat paths in the horizontal plane.

6.5 Power amplifiers

In the analysis of the moving-magnet planar actuator it has been assumed that the power amplifiers are ideal current sources. To obtain the desired performance of the HPPA, which is specified in Table 6.1, the number of turns in the coil and the voltage and current specifications of the amplifiers should be matched. For synchronous permanent-magnet machines, these specifications can be derived using the phasor diagram of the decomposed system, obtained by Park’s transformation. Due to the non-linear commutation algorithm of the planar actuator, which results in non-sinusoidal current waveforms with variable shape, amplitude and frequency, such an approach cannot be applied to the planar actuator.

With permission of ASML, the Prodrive PADC3AX52/6 power amplifiers are selected to supply the coils in the planar actuator. This amplifier is a low-noise PWM amplifier with a digital interface. The bandwidth of the current-loop is 4.0 kHz (defined as the frequency at which the open-loop transfer crosses the 0 dB axis). Because of the high bandwidth, its linearity and the low offset, the power amplifier can be considered to be ideal for this application. The voltage and current specifications are ±52 V and ±6 A, respectively.

The number of turns of the coils has been determined by analyzing the coil currents calculated by the commutation algorithm, which are necessary to exert the worst-case wrench on the translator. It has been verified that within the current limit of ±6 A, a levitation force and a force vector in any direction in the xy-plane with a length of |F_{xy}| = 10 m can be produced simultaneously, when the coils of the HPPA have 319 turns and the clearance between stator and translator is equal to 2 mm [73]. In Figure 6.19, the minimum acceleration vector in the xy-plane, |a_{xy}|, is shown. Due to the switching between different coil sets and the variable clearance between the stator and the translator, the maximum acceleration and speed of the translator which can be reached within the specifications of the power amplifier is trajectory dependent. The trajectories used in section 7.5 are examples of trajectories with higher speed and acceleration levels.

The required voltage range of the power amplifier is dependent on the motion profile. The voltage of all coils in the planar actuator can be derived using the
Figure 6.19. Minimum acceleration in the $xy$-plane $|a_{xy}|$ of the HPPA (clearance: 2 mm, $F_z = mg$, $\vec{T} = \vec{0}$).

voltage equation of a single coil (3.86)

$$\vec{u} = R\vec{\tau} + L\frac{d\vec{i}}{dt} + J_\Lambda(\vec{q}) \frac{d\vec{q}}{dt},$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.7)

where $J_\Lambda(\vec{q})$ is the Jacobian of the flux of the permanent-magnet array linked by the respective coils, and $R$ and $L$ are the coil resistance and inductance matrices, respectively. Substituting (4.28), the voltage equation for the set of 24 active coils in the planar actuator is given by

$$\vec{u} = R\Gamma^-(\vec{q}) \vec{\omega} + L\frac{d\Gamma^-(\vec{q})}{dt} \vec{\omega} + L\Gamma^-(\vec{q}) \frac{d\vec{\omega}}{dt} + \Gamma^T(\vec{q}) \frac{d\vec{q}}{dt}.$$ \hspace{1cm} (6.8)

As a result, the voltage is expressed as function of the position, the velocity, the wrench and the time derivative of the wrench and can be evaluated for different motion profiles.

The voltage equation (6.8) consists of resistive and inductive terms, and the back-EMF. The resistance and self-inductance of the coils of the planar actuator have been measured with a network analyzer: $R = 5.7 \, \Omega$ and $L = 3.8 \, \text{mH}$ ($T = 20^\circ\text{C}$). The mutual inductances have been calculated from a 3-D FEM simulation.
In Figure 6.20 the mutual coupling of the top-left coil with eleven neighboring coils is indicated. The mutual coupling between the coils is relatively small. Each coil in the planar actuator is mainly coupled with the two adjacent coils, located in the same column of coils. When the translator is traveling at the specified speed of 1.0 m/s in either the \(c_x\)- or \(c_y\)-direction, as defined in Figure 6.8, the fundamental frequency, \(f\), of the current is equal to

\[
f = \frac{v}{2\tau_n} = 28.3 \text{ Hz.}
\]

and the back-EMF is limited to \(\pm 8.2\) V. Given the values of the maximum current, back-EMF, resistance and inductance, it can be seen that the voltage equation is dominantly resistive and that the voltage specification of the PADC3AX52/6 (\(\pm 52\) V) is sufficient to reach the acceleration and speed specified in Table 6.1. This is also confirmed by simulations of (6.8).

### 6.6 Conclusions

Four design aspects of the planar actuator are discussed in the chapter. The working point of the permanent magnets in the magnet array has been analyzed to select the magnetic material. A single working point cannot be defined. The working points are spread over the second quadrant and some parts of the magnets operate
near the third quadrant. Therefore, there is a risk of demagnetization. Because the magnetic fields of the coils in the realized planar actuator are small, the main risk of demagnetization is temperature rise.

To prevent that eddy currents are induced due to movements of the magnet array in the stator construction, the distance between the magnet array and the conducting parts of the construction should be sufficiently large. In the realized planar actuator, this space is filled with an epoxy resin with a relatively low thermal conductivity.

The thermal behavior of the planar actuator is mainly determined by the low thermal conductivity of this resin. The thermal properties can be significantly improved by constructing the stator parts of ceramic materials.

The current and voltage specifications of the power amplifiers and the number of turns of the coils have been matched. Analysis of the voltage equation show that the coils of the planar actuator behave dominantly resistive.
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Chapter 7

Experiments

In this chapter, the electromechanical models (chapter 3) and the commutation algorithm (chapter 4) are experimentally verified on the realized herringbone pattern planar actuator (HPPA). The force and torque exerted on the translator have been measured with a 6-DOF load cell. After verification of the open-loop commutation algorithm, the load cell has been removed and the HPPA has been made fully operational by feed-back control. Test results of the controlled planar actuator have been published in [37, 42]

7.1 Measurement system

The measurements on the HPPA are carried out on a test-bench, which is constructed on top of the base frame of an Assembléon H-drive [59, 66]. This gantry consists of three linear motors. Two motors are positioned in parallel ($y_1$ and $y_2$). Between the translators of these motors a third linear motor is mounted which can move in the $x$-direction. By displacing the $y_1$- and $y_2$-motors with respect to each other, the $x$-beam can rotate about the $z$-axis ($\pm 5$ mrad). An overview of the test-bench is shown in Figure 7.1. The test-bench has three main functions.

Force and torque measurement

The translator of the HPPA can be mounted via a 6-DOF load cell (JR3 45E15A4-I63-S 100N10) to the translator of the $x$-motor of the H-drive. The H-drive can be used to position the translator with the magnet array above the stator coils and the
force and torque components can be measured with the load cell. With this configuration, the force and torque acting on the translator of the HPPA itself are measured. However, also disturbances from the H-drive are measured because the bandwidth of the load cell (150 Hz) is much larger than the bandwidth of the controllers of the H-drive (30 Hz). The force and torque are measured statically (stand-still) or quasi-statically at low speed (0.02 m/s). The quasi-statically measured data is filtered off-line with a fourth order anti-causal low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 25 Hz. This filter does not introduce a phase shift in the measurement data. Because of the low measurement speed, the frequency of the measured force and torque signals is low (first harmonic: 0.57 Hz at 0.02 m/s) and, therefore, the higher harmonics of the force and torque are not suppressed by the filter.

Position measurement

The position on the μm and sub-μm scale can be measured with several techniques, e.g. optical encoders, laser triangulators, laser interferometers, inductive sensors and capacitive sensors. These types of sensor differ mainly in accuracy, range and cost. For the measurement system of the HPPA cost was an important issue. Because the H-drive itself is equipped with 1 μm resolution optical encoders, it was decided to measure the position of the translator of the HPPA with respect to the
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The H-drive is equipped with inductive sensors (160 nm rms-resolution) and to use the encoders of the H-drive for the long-stroke position measurement. As the range of the inductive sensors is limited to 2 mm, the H-drive should move simultaneously with the translator of the HPPA.

Eight inductive sensors are mounted on the measurement frame of the H-drive. Four of them measure the distance between the measurement frame and the translator of the HPPA in the z-direction, two in the x-direction and two in the y-direction. The measurement targets are located at the corners (z-direction) and the centers of the edges of the translator (x- and y-directions). A detail of the measurement frame with the inductive sensors (indicated by the red arrows) is shown in Figure 7.2. The position and orientation of the translator with respect of the stator coils in six degrees-of-freedom are reconstructed from the data of the in total eleven position sensors.

Safety

Because of the position measurement system, the H-drive is always moving together with the translator of the planar actuator. To prevent damage caused by contact between the stator and the translator of the HPPA due to, for example, unstable controllers or power failure, the stroke of the translator of the HPPA with respect to the measurement frame is limited by four pins (diameter 4.9 mm) which are captured by over-sized holes (diameter 6 mm) in the translator of the HPPA. Two of these pins are indicated in Figure 7.2. The disadvantage of these pins is that the

Figure 7.2. Detail of the measurement frame of the HPPA.
rotation angles of the translator of the HPPA are limited to 6 mrad. Once the HPPA is in control, there is no contact between its translator and the measurement frame.

7.2 Force and torque exerted by a single coil

In sections 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, three different electromechanical models of the planar actuator are derived: the surface charge model, the harmonic model and the analytical model (based on the current sheets). To verify these models, the force and torque exerted on the translator of the HPPA by one coil have been measured. The current in the coil was equal to 1 A. The excited coil is indicated in Figure 7.3. The figure also shows the coordinate system \((x, y, z)\) in which the position \(\vec{p}\) of the translator is measured. To show the decoupling of the force produced in the \(x\)- and \(y\)-directions in the measurement results, the force and torque are measured and expressed in the coordinate system indicated by the subscript \(l\). This coordinate system is located in the geometric center of the load cell. The torque is measured...
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Figure 7.4. Measured force $F_x$ exerted by a single coil ($i=1A$, clearance: 1.5 mm).

Figure 7.5. Measured force $F_y$ exerted by a single coil ($i=1A$, clearance: 1.5 mm).
Figure 7.6. Measured force $^1F_z$ exerted by a single coil ($i=1\text{A}$, clearance: 1.5 mm).

Figure 7.7. Measured torque $^1T_x$ exerted by a single coil ($i=1\text{A}$, clearance: 1.5 mm).
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Figure 7.8. Measured torque $l^T_{y}$ exerted by a single coil ($i=1A$, clearance: 1.5 mm).

Figure 7.9. Measured torque $l^T_{z}$ exerted by a single coil ($i=1A$, clearance: 1.5 mm).
Figure 7.10. Measured and predicted force $F_x$ exerted by a single coil ($i=1\,\text{A}$, clearance: 1.5 mm, $p_y = 8.3\,\text{mm}$).

Figure 7.11. Measured and predicted force $F_y$ exerted by a single coil ($i=1\,\text{A}$, clearance: 1.5 mm, $p_y = 8.3\,\text{mm}$).
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Figure 7.12. Measured and predicted force $F_z$ exerted by a single coil ($i=1A$, clearance: 1.5 mm, $p_y = 8.3$ mm).

Figure 7.13. Measured and predicted torque $T_x$ exerted by a single coil ($i=1A$, clearance: 1.5 mm, $p_y = 8.3$ mm).
Figure 7.14. Measured and predicted torque $T_y$ exerted by a single coil ($i=1A$, clearance: 1.5 mm, $p_y = 8.3$ mm).

Figure 7.15. Measured and predicted torque $T_z$ exerted by a single coil ($i=1A$, clearance: 1.5 mm, $p_y = 8.3$ mm).
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Table 7.1. Differences between the predictions of the analytical model and harmonic model ($-0.2 \text{ m} < p_x < 0.2 \text{ m}$ and $-0.2 \text{ m} < p_y < 0.2 \text{ m}$), clearance: 1.5 mm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>rms difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$^lF_x$</td>
<td>0.031 N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^lF_y$</td>
<td>0.014 N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^lF_z$</td>
<td>0.034 N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^lT_x$</td>
<td>0.0046 Nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^lT_y$</td>
<td>0.0056 Nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^lT_z$</td>
<td>0.0047 Nm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and predicted about the origin of this coordinate system. The geometric center of the load cell is located 28.8 mm above the mass center point of the translator itself.

The measured force and torque components are shown in Figures 7.4-7.9. The decoupling of the force in the $^lxy$-plane is clearly visible in Figure 7.4 and Figure 7.5. The higher force levels near the edges of the magnet array in Figure 7.4 are caused due to the fact that the force produced on the short sides of the coil does not cancel because of the end-effects of the magnet array. As predicted in section 3.6.2, the amplitudes of the force components $^lF_y$ and $^lF_z$ are equal. In the torque waveforms (Figures 7.7-7.9), it is clearly visible that the torque is both a function of the relative position (the electrical angle) and the absolute position of coil with respect to the magnet array.

To validate the electromechanical models, the measurement results and the prediction of the three models are compared for the positions of the mass center point of the magnet array along the dashed line $a - a'$, which is located at $p_y = 8.3$ mm and is indicated in Figure 7.3. The results of the measurements and the predictions of the surface charge model and the harmonic model are shown in Figures 7.10-7.15. Except for the $^lF_x$-component, the measurements and the predictions are in good agreement. The large deviation for this component is probably caused by cross-talk in the load cell.

Contrary to the harmonic model and the analytical model, the surface charge model includes the end-effects of the magnet array. Figure 7.16 shows a detail of the measurement and prediction of the force component $^lF_z$. The surface charge model
Figure 7.16. Measured and predicted force $F_z$ exerted by a single coil ($i=1$A clearance: 1.5 mm, $p_y = 8.3$ mm).

predicts a 2% higher force value than the harmonic model because the relative permeability of the permanent magnets ($\mu_r = 1.03$ is assumed in the harmonic model) is not taken into account in the surface charge model.

The analytical model is not shown in Figures 7.10-7.15, because the difference between the prediction of the harmonic model (with 15 harmonics taken into account) and the analytical model (based on current sheets) is small. The rms force and torque differences between both models determined over the area ($-0.2 \text{ m} < p_x < 0.2 \text{ m}$ and $-0.2 \text{ m} < p_y < 0.2 \text{ m}$) are listed in Table 7.1. Hence, for the prediction of the force and torque in the HPPA, the analytical model is a fast and accurate substitute for the harmonic model.

7.3 EMF

The decoupling of the force production in the $xy$-plane by the rectangular stator coils is also verified by the measurement of the EMF, as both the force

$$F = \frac{\partial \Lambda}{\partial x} i,$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.1)
and the EMF

\[
\text{EMF} = -\frac{\partial \Lambda}{\partial x} \frac{dx}{dt},
\]  

(7.2)

are proportional to the change of flux linkage, \( \Lambda \), in the coil (see also section 3.7). The EMF in the gray coil in Figure 7.3 has been measured while moving the mass center point of the translator of the HPPA over both the lines \( b - b' \) and \( c - c' \) in Figure 7.3. The clearance between coils and magnet array was 0.5 mm. The two EMF waveforms are shown in Figure 7.17. The coil is designed to exert only force on the translator in the \( t_y \)-direction and not in the \( t_x \)-direction. Consequently, no voltage should be induced in the coil when moving the magnet array over the line \( b - b' \). Neglecting the end-effects of the magnet array, the cross-coupling between the induced voltages, and, therefore, the force components in the \( xy \)-plane is 1%.

### 7.4 Open-loop commutated planar actuator

The commutation algorithm, which is presented in section 4.3, is verified by measuring the force and torque components statically for different \( xy \)-positions of the magnet array. The coil currents are determined by the commutation algorithm in order to obtain a constant wrench. Similar to Figure 5.9, the allowed positions of the mass center point of the translator and the switching boundaries of the 28 different sets of active coils are shown in Figure 7.18. The area in which the mea-
Figure 7.18. Boundaries of the 28 sets of active coils in the HPPA (see also Figure 5.9). Black rectangle indicates the area in which the open-loop commutated HPPA measurement is carried out.

measurement is carried out, is indicated in black in Figure 7.18. In this area, there are four different sets of active coils. The measured force and torque components are expressed in the coordinate system indicated in Figure 7.18. It should be noted that the torque is measured about the geometrical center of the load cell and not about the mass center point of the translator. The commutation algorithm was corrected for this virtual mass center point.

The reference force and torque set-points during the measurements were $F_x = F_y = F_z = 15$ N and $T_x = T_y = T_z = 0$ Nm. The results of the measurements and the predictions with the harmonic model are shown in Figures 7.19 and 7.20. The decoupled force and torque components have significant higher ripples than predicted, as summarized in Table 7.2. Possible causes for these larger ripples are:

- Misalignment of the translator with respect to the stator coils. Simulations of the HPPA, which is misaligned in the $xy$-plane, confirm that the ripple of the $z$-component of the force increases significantly less than the force ripples in the $x$- and $y$-components.
- Tolerance of the permanent-magnet properties (i.e. remanent magnetiza-
Figure 7.19. Measured and with the harmonic model predicted force components $F_x$, $F_y$ and $F_z$ of the open-loop commutated HPPA, $\vec{w} = [15 \ 15 \ 15 \ 0 \ 0 \ 0]^T$ and clearance: $1.5 \text{ mm}$.
Figure 7.20. Measured and with the harmonic model predicted torque components $T_x$, $T_y$ and $T_z$ of the open-loop commutated HPPA $\vec{w} = [15 \ 15 \ 15 \ 0 \ 0 \ 0]^T$ and clearance: 1.5 mm.
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Table 7.2. Measured and with the harmonic model predicted rms force and torque ripples of the open-loop commutated HPPA. Clearance: 1.5 mm, $\vec{w} = [15 \ 15 \ 15 \ 0 \ 0 \ 0]^T$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Prediction</th>
<th>Measurement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$F_x$</td>
<td>0.18 %</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_y$</td>
<td>0.37 %</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_z$</td>
<td>0.25 %</td>
<td>0.60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_x$</td>
<td>0.0071 Nm</td>
<td>0.012 Nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_y$</td>
<td>0.0064 Nm</td>
<td>0.014 Nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_z$</td>
<td>0.0054 Nm</td>
<td>0.013 Nm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Because the force and torque were considered to be sufficiently decoupled, the cause of the higher ripple values was not further investigated.

7.5 Controlled planar actuator

The measurements of the open-loop commutated HPPA show that the force and torque components in the planar actuator are statically decoupled and have low ripples. Also, frequency domain identification of the system with noise shows a low cross-coupling of the force components and the torque components of approximately 40 dB. For that reason, it was decided to implement six SISO-controllers to control the six degrees-of-freedom of the planar actuator. The SISO controllers are quasi-PID-controllers with a bandwidth of 35 Hz. In addition to feedback control, mass and inertia feedforward control has been implemented. The movement of the translator of the HPPA are third-order motion profiles, which are continuous in position, velocity and acceleration. Both the identification and the controller structure are discussed in detail in [73].

The position and angle errors of the HPPA have been measured for static levitation and several trajectories. These trajectories and the switching boundaries of
the 28 different active coil sets are shown in Figure 7.21. Trajectory \(d\) is a movement in the \(z\)-direction at a position at which none of the 24 active coils is penalized in the commutation, trajectory \(e - e'\) is a trajectory in the \(xy\)-plane at high speed and acceleration, and trajectory \(f - f'\) is a trajectory in the \(xy\)-plane through points at which only 15 coils are active. The clearance between stator and translator, maximum velocity \(v\), acceleration \(a\) and jerk \(j\) are specified in Table 7.3 for the different trajectories. During these movements, the rotation angles are kept stable.

A trajectory in the \(z\)-direction and levitation at standstill have been measured at point \(d\), which is indicated in Figure 7.21. During this measurement the H-drive, to which the measurement frame is mounted, was switched off to reduce the noise of the position measurement. The translator was moved in the \(z\)-direction from 1.0 mm clearance to 1.5 mm clearance, while the other degrees-of-freedom were kept stable around a constant position. Figure 7.22 shows the acceleration profile, the estimated power dissipation in the coils and the position and angle errors. The motion in the \(z\)-direction causes mainly errors in the \(z\)-direction and the rotation angles. Figure 7.23 shows the error of the 6-DOF steady-state position 0.5 second after the motion in the \(z\)-direction started. The rms-errors are 0.1 \(\mu\)m and 1 \(\mu\)rad,

**Figure 7.21.** Trajectories \(d, e - e'\) and \(f - f'\) on which the position and angle errors of the controlled HPPA have been measured.
Table 7.3. Specification of the motion profiles at different trajectories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trajectory</th>
<th>$d$</th>
<th>$e - e'$</th>
<th>$f - f'$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>clearance</td>
<td>1.0-1.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_x$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_y$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_z$</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_x$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_y$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_z$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$j_x$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$j_y$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$j_z$</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

respectively, which is corresponding to the rms-resolutions of the inductive sensors after calibration (0.09-0.13 $\mu$m).

The position and angle errors at full speed and acceleration are measured on the trajectory $e - e'$ (see also Figure 7.21 and Table 7.3). The acceleration profile, the estimated power dissipation in the coils and the position and angle errors are shown in Figure 7.24. Figure 7.24 shows clearly the position dependency of the power dissipation. The tracking error of the HPPA is less than 30 $\mu$m and 0.1 mrad. The motion profile cannot be recognized in the position and angle errors. The $x$- and $y$-position errors of the translator after the motion has stopped (time $>0.35$ s) are remarkable. As this effect is mainly found in these two degrees-of-freedom, it is likely that these errors are caused by vibrations of the H-drive and measurement frame, which move simultaneously with the translator of the HPPA in the $xy$-plane.

Trajectory $f - f'$ (Figure 7.21 and Table 7.3) is chosen in such way that the translator moves through both the points in which 24 coils are active and the point in which only 15 coils are active. The acceleration profile, the estimated power dissipation in the coils and the position and angle errors are shown in Figure 7.25. The switching between the maximum and minimum number of active coils cannot be distinguished in the position and angle errors.
Figure 7.22. Acceleration profile, estimated power dissipation and the position and angle errors of the translator of the HPPA during movement in the $z$-direction from 1.0 to 1.5 mm clearance at point d, which is indicated in Figure 7.21.
7.6 Conclusions

Force and torque measurements on the herringbone-pattern planar actuator (HPPA) show that, firstly, the force and torque can be accurately predicted with the models presented in chapter 3 and, secondly, the force and torque can be linearized and decoupled with the algorithm derived in chapter 4. When the HPPA is controlled with six SISO-controllers, the translator of the HPPA can be levitated at standstill with a position error which is corresponding to the sensor noise of the inductive measurement system. During fast movements in the $xy$-plane, position and angle errors of less than $30\mu m$ and 0.1 mrad were measured. A part of the position errors seems to originate from vibrations in the moving-measurement frame itself. Hence, the performance of the planar actuator is limited by the measurement system.

Figure 7.23. Position and angle errors of the statically levitated HPPA at point $d$ indicated in Figure 7.21, clearance: 1.5 mm.
Figure 7.24. Acceleration profile, estimated power dissipation and the position and angle errors of the translator of the HPPA during movement on trajectory $e - e'$ defined in Figure 7.21 and Table 7.3.
Figure 7.25. Acceleration profile, estimated power dissipation and the position and angle errors of the translator of the HPPA during movement on trajectory $f - f'$ defined in Figure 7.21 and Table 7.3.
Chapter 8
Conclusions and recommendations

In this thesis, long-stroke, magnetically levitated, planar actuators with moving magnets have been investigated. This research has resulted in a fully operational and successfully tested prototype. Both this thesis and [73] give a solid fundament to the electromagnetic analysis, commutation and design of this type of actuator.

The conclusions and the recommendations are grouped according to the sub-objectives, which are defined in section 1.2. Furthermore, an outlook is given towards future developments of the moving-magnet planar actuator.

8.1 Modeling of the force and torque

A framework consisting of three different magneto-static models for the prediction of the force and the torque in ironless moving-magnet planar actuators has been created. The three-dimensional models are based on the Lorentz force law and on two different analytical electromagnetical descriptions of the magnetic flux density distribution of the permanent magnets, i.e. magnetic surface charges and Fourier series. Using these models, the force and torque in large planar actuators with various magnet-array configurations and with concentrated windings can be predicted fast in comparison with e.g. FEM. The different models can be applied in all stages of the design process, and the analytical model can also be applied in the real-time controller of the planar actuator. Measurements on the realized planar actuator have shown that the force and the torque can be predicted accurately with all three models.

The end-effects of the magnet array have only been taken into account in
the model based on magnetic surface charges, as the two other models assume an infinitely large magnet array, which is modeled by Fourier series. This last assumption results in a significant reduction of the calculation time. An interesting addition to the modeling framework would be to create models which include the end-effects of the magnet array without a significant change of the calculation time compared with the Fourier series based models. The modeling framework can be easily adapted to other coreless linear and moving-coil planar actuators.

8.2 Commutation algorithm

The planar actuator has an active magnetic bearing and, consequently, all six degrees-of-freedom of the translator have to be controlled. The direct current-wrench decoupling algorithm has been derived to linearize and decouple the three force and the three torque components, and minimizes the ohmic losses in the planar actuator. This non-linear transformation is based on a simple analytical description of the planar actuator and not on large look-up tables. Because both the force and torque are decoupled, the coil currents are strongly non-sinusoidal, despite of the sinusoidal flux linkages of the coils. For that reason, all coils are connected to single-phase current amplifiers.

Only the coils near the edges and below the magnet array can exert force and torque on the translator of the planar actuator. During the movements of the translator in the \( xy \)-plane, the set of active coils is switched. As the analytical model in the mapping of the commutation algorithm assumes an infinitely long magnet array, a weighting function has been introduced to penalize the coils near the edges of the magnet array and to switch smoothly between different sets of active coils. Replacement of the analytical model by a model which includes the end-effects of the magnet array, could result in a reduction of the number of magnets required in the magnet array.

Simulations and measurements have demonstrated that the six degrees-of-freedom in the planar actuator can be decoupled with low force and torque ripples using the direct current-wrench decoupling algorithm.

8.3 Design methodology

Whereas classical machine designs are based on active length, stator bore, and the magnetic and electrical loading, planar actuator designs are dominated also by the levitated mass and the controllability. Design rules for the minimization of the power dissipation of planar actuators have been established by analyzing a single
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coil and a magnet array. In this analysis, the planar actuator has been considered as an assembly of independent Lorentz actuators. The results of this analysis are:

- Despite of the extra mass of the translator, moving-magnet planar actuators with a Halbach magnet array have generally a lower power dissipation than planar actuators with a NS array.
- Constructing planar actuators with four coils per three poles or three coils per two poles is a good choice to obtain a low power dissipation.

Based on the analysis of a single coil, four controllable planar actuator topologies have been synthesized: three topologies with rectangular coils arranged in a herringbone pattern and 45 mechanical degrees rotated magnets and one topology with square coils. The magnet array of all four actuators have a quasi-Halbach magnetization. The power dissipation and the force and torque ripples of these topologies have been compared. From this analysis it can be concluded that:

- In contrast to the topologies with rectangular coils, the force ripples of the planar actuator with square coils are dominated by force and torque components caused by the third harmonic component of the magnetic flux density distribution.
- The force ripples of the planar actuator with rectangular coils are dominated by the non-modeled cross-talk between the force production in the \( x \)- and \( y \)-directions.
- The difference between the power dissipation of the four topologies with the coil and magnet sizes obtained from the design rules and a multi-objective optimization is less than 2%.

A planar actuator topology with rectangular coils and 45 degrees rotated magnets has been selected for manufacturing. The actuator is named Herringbone Pattern Planar Actuator (HPPA). Analysis of the magnetic fields in the HPPA has shown that the working points of the permanent magnet in the quasi-Halbach magnet array are scattered over the full second quadrant and partly the first quadrant of the BH-curve. However, the risk of demagnetization due to external fields is small because of the small armature reaction field.

The thermal design of the HPPA has received little attention in this thesis and should be addressed in future research. Not only the materials (ceramics, wire-wound coils, foil-wound coils, etc.), but also the interconnection among the temperature, the motion profile and the path of the translator, and the possibilities to reduce the thermal stress by taking into account the coil resistances in the commutation algorithm, should be further investigated.

The design methodology does not optimize the topology of the planar actuator itself. The optimization of the coil and magnet configuration of the planar actuator
and its scalability are also important subjects for future research.

8.4 Realization and test of the prototype

A prototype of the moving-magnet planar actuator has been successfully realized and tested. Six SISO controllers with a bandwidth of 35 Hz have been implemented for every degree-of-freedom. The translator can be levitated at standstill with a position error < 0.5 µm and an angle error < 4 µrad. Measurements at high speeds (up to 1.4 m/s) also show low tracking errors (position error < 30 µm, angle error < 0.1 mrad).

The performance of the HPPA is likely to be limited by the capabilities of measurement system. To investigate the actuator further it is advisable to remove the H-drive and install a measurement system which measures the position and orientation of the translator directly with respect to the stator coils, e.g. using laser interferometers.

8.5 Outlook towards future developments

8.5.1 Multiple translators above one stator

The realized planar actuator consists of one stator and one translator. With an appropriate measurement system, also multiple translators can be levitated above a single stator. Because cables to the translator are not required, there is also no risk of cables being tangled.

8.5.2 Full rotation about the z-axis

The stroke of the planar actuator in the z-direction and, as a result, also the rotations about the x- and y-axes, are fundamentally limited because the force capabilities of the planar actuator deteriorate when the clearance between the magnet array and the coils is increased. However, the functionality of the planar actuator can be extended with full rotation of the translator about the z-axis. This will increase the complexity of the design and the commutation algorithm severely as the force and torque are also a function of the φ-angle. As rectangular coils are only advantageous with a 45 degrees rotated magnet array, circular coils are probably more appropriate for such an actuator.
8.5.3 Planar actuator with function dependent coil configurations

Planar actuators will be designed to achieve a certain accuracy in an industrial process. However, this accuracy is only required for the process itself and not during, for example, transport in and out of the system. Consequently, the demands for the actuator will be depending on the location of the translator above the stator. It is a logical step to adapt the coil configuration of the stator to these different demands, for example, by applying less or larger coils in regions which require less accuracy. In this way costs for power amplifiers can be reduced.

8.5.4 Energy and data transfer

The advantage of a moving-magnet planar actuator over a moving-coil planar actuator is the absence of cables (although in some practical situations there might be a cable to remove charge). With a contactless energy supply and wireless communications, a manipulator on top of the translator of the planar actuator could be controlled while maintaining a contactless system. The energy to the manipulator can, for example, be transferred through an inductive link between the stator coils and pick-up coils on the translator of the planar actuator. Information of sensors can be communicated through radio, optical or inductive links. Because of the power dissipation on top of the translator, this system is especially suitable applications outside vacuum.

A project has already been started to investigate and demonstrate a planar actuator with a manipulator, which has a contactless energy supply and wireless data communications [37].

8.5.5 Long-stroke planar actuator with nanometer accuracy

Long-stroke nanometer positioning systems have usually a two-stroke concept. The system is subdivided in a long-stroke micrometer positioning system (stroke: 1 meter) and, onto that, a short-stroke nanometer positioning system is cascaded (stroke: several millimeters) [31]. Because of the magnetic bearing and the absence of cables, the translator of the moving-magnet planar actuator is mechanically isolated. Therefore, it would be of great interest to start a multi-disciplinary investigation of the accuracy limitations of long-stroke moving-magnet planar actuators in order to figure out if they can replace two-stroke nanometer positioning systems.
### Appendix A

#### List of symbols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Γ</td>
<td>planar actuator model</td>
<td>N/A, Nm/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ</td>
<td>weighing matrix</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ε₀</td>
<td>permittivity of vacuum</td>
<td>F/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>εₜ</td>
<td>emissivity</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>η</td>
<td>electrical angle</td>
<td>rad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>θ</td>
<td>rotation angle</td>
<td>rad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Λ</td>
<td>flux linkage</td>
<td>Wb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>λ</td>
<td>decay rate of the magnetic flux density</td>
<td>m⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>μ</td>
<td>permeability</td>
<td>H/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>μ₀</td>
<td>permeability of vacuum</td>
<td>H/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>μᵣ</td>
<td>relative permeability</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ρ</td>
<td>mass density</td>
<td>kg/m³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ρᵣ</td>
<td>charge density</td>
<td>C/m³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ρₛ</td>
<td>surface charge density</td>
<td>C/m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σ</td>
<td>conductivity</td>
<td>1/(Ω·m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σₛₛₐₜₜ</td>
<td>Stefan-Boltzmann constant</td>
<td>W/(m²K⁴)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>τ</td>
<td>magnet pole pitch</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>τₒ</td>
<td>coil pitch</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>τₘ</td>
<td>magnet pitch</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>τₙ</td>
<td>magnet pole pitch</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>φ</td>
<td>rotation angle</td>
<td>rad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ψ</td>
<td>magnetic scalar potential</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbol</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \psi )</td>
<td>rotation angle</td>
<td>rad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \omega )</td>
<td>angular frequency</td>
<td>rad/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( A )</td>
<td>area</td>
<td>m(^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \vec{A} )</td>
<td>magnetic vector potential</td>
<td>Wb/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( a_k, a_l )</td>
<td>Fourier coefficient</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( B_r )</td>
<td>remanent magnetization</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \vec{B} )</td>
<td>magnetic flux density</td>
<td>V\cdot s/m(^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( b_k, b_l )</td>
<td>Fourier coefficient</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( cb )</td>
<td>conductor bundle width</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( ch )</td>
<td>coil height</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( cl )</td>
<td>coil length</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( cw )</td>
<td>coil width</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \vec{D} )</td>
<td>electric flux density</td>
<td>A\cdot s/m(^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d )</td>
<td>distance</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \vec{E} )</td>
<td>electric field strength</td>
<td>V/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \vec{F} )</td>
<td>force</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( g )</td>
<td>acceleration due to gravity</td>
<td>m/s(^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \vec{H} )</td>
<td>magnetic field strength</td>
<td>A/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( h )</td>
<td>convective heat transfer coefficient</td>
<td>W/(m(^2)K)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( I )</td>
<td>identity matrix</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( i, \vec{i} )</td>
<td>current</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \vec{J} )</td>
<td>current density</td>
<td>A/m(^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k )</td>
<td>harmonic number</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k )</td>
<td>thermal conductivity</td>
<td>W/(m\cdot K)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( L, L )</td>
<td>inductance</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( l )</td>
<td>harmonic number</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( l )</td>
<td>length</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( M )</td>
<td>mutual inductance</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \vec{M} )</td>
<td>magnetization</td>
<td>A/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \vec{M}_0 )</td>
<td>residual magnetization</td>
<td>A/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( m )</td>
<td>mass</td>
<td>kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( mh )</td>
<td>magnet height</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( n )</td>
<td>number</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( ocl )</td>
<td>outer coil length</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \vec{P} )</td>
<td>polarization</td>
<td>C/m(^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p, \vec{p} )</td>
<td>position</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Q )</td>
<td>electric charge</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbol</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \vec{q} )</td>
<td>position and orientation</td>
<td>m, rad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( q_t )</td>
<td>heat flux</td>
<td>W/m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R )</td>
<td>resistance</td>
<td>Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R )</td>
<td>thermal resistance</td>
<td>K/W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mathbf{R} )</td>
<td>orientation transformation matrix</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \vec{r} )</td>
<td>arm</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( S )</td>
<td>surface</td>
<td>m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T )</td>
<td>temperature</td>
<td>K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \vec{T} )</td>
<td>torque</td>
<td>Nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mathbf{T} )</td>
<td>transformation matrix</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t )</td>
<td>time</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( u, \vec{u} )</td>
<td>voltage</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V )</td>
<td>volume</td>
<td>m³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( v, \vec{v} )</td>
<td>velocity</td>
<td>m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \vec{w} )</td>
<td>wrench</td>
<td>N, Nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( W_m )</td>
<td>magnetic energy</td>
<td>J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x, y, z )</td>
<td>Cartesian coordinates</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix B

3-DOF actuator with moving-magnets

In section 4.3, the commutation algorithm and the coil currents are demonstrated by means of a 3-DOF actuator with moving-magnets. This actuator [36] is a pre-prototype of the HPPA and used for initial validation of electromechanical models [41, 34], the commutation algorithm [75] and thermal models [77]. Figure B.1 shows the top and side views of the 3-DOF actuator. The three degrees-of-freedom of the actuator are translational movement in the $x$- and $z$-directions and rotational movement about the $y$-axis. The coils of the actuator are distributed according to a semi-four-phase system, i.e. $\tau_{cx} = \frac{3}{2} \tau_n$. The dimensions are listed in Table B.1. Figures B.2 and B.3 show photos of the translator and stator, respectively.
Figure B.1. 3-DOF actuator: a) Top view, b) side view.

Figure B.2. Magnet array of the 3-DOF actuator.
Figure B.3. Coil array of the 3-DOF actuator.

Table B.1. Dimensions and properties of the 3-DOF actuator

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pole pitch, $\tau$</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnet size ratio, $\tau_m/\tau$</td>
<td>$\frac{2}{3}$</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnet height, $m_h$</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outer length coil, $ocl$</td>
<td>99.3</td>
<td>mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outer width coil, $cw$</td>
<td>31.3</td>
<td>mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coil pitch ($x$-direction), $\tau_{cx}$</td>
<td>$\frac{3}{2} \tau_n = 31.8$</td>
<td>mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coil height, $ch$</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conductor bundle width, $cb$</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of turns</td>
<td>348</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total mass translator, $m$</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>kg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix C

Material and equipment properties

Table C.1. Properties of the coils

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>Copper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wire diameter</td>
<td>0.45 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of turns</td>
<td>319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance (20 °C)</td>
<td>5.7 Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-inductance</td>
<td>3.8 mH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal conductivity (perpendicular to the current)</td>
<td>1.1 W m⁻¹ K⁻¹ [77]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure C.1. BH-curve of VACODYM 655 HR [72].

Table C.2. Physical properties of the permanent magnets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supplier</th>
<th>Vacuum schmelze</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>VACODYM 655 HR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>NdFeB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remanence (measured by supplier)</td>
<td>1.24 T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative permeability</td>
<td>1.03-1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass density</td>
<td>$7.7 \cdot 10^3$ kg m$^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistivity</td>
<td>$1.2 - 1.6 \cdot 10^{-6}$ $\Omega$m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal conductivity</td>
<td>$9$ W m$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table C.3. Physical properties of aluminum

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mass density</td>
<td>$2.7 \cdot 10^3$ kg m$^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal conductivity</td>
<td>235 W m$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistivity (20 °C)</td>
<td>$2.8 \cdot 10^{-8}$ Ωm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table C.4. Physical properties of the stator casting resin

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supplier</th>
<th>Huntsman Advanced Materials</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>RenCast CW 5156-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>REN HY 5158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass density</td>
<td>$1.62 \cdot 10^3$ kg m$^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal conductivity (estimated by supplier)</td>
<td>0.6-0.9 W m$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table C.5. Properties of the power amplifiers of the planar actuator

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supplier</th>
<th>Prodrive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>PADC3AX52/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Converter type</td>
<td>PWM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>4.0 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current (rms)</td>
<td>2 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current (max)</td>
<td>±6 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage (max)</td>
<td>±52 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface</td>
<td>RS485 (1.5 Mbit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC-link</td>
<td>PSDC 59V-22A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table C.6. Properties of the eddy-current sensors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supplier</th>
<th>Lion inductive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Probe</td>
<td>U8B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driver</td>
<td>ECL100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>2 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution (rms)</td>
<td>0.16 ( \mu \text{m} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linearity</td>
<td>±0.25 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error band</td>
<td>±0.5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-aliasing filters</td>
<td>8(^{th}) order Butterworth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cut-off frequency of filters</td>
<td>2.5 kHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table C.7. Properties of the DSP system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supplier</th>
<th>dSPACE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>DS1005-MP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of processors</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Door de steeds verdergaande miniaturisatie in bijvoorbeeld de halfgeleiderindustrie, moeten onderdelen tijdens de productie steeds nauwkeuriger en sneller worden gepositioneerd. Voor het verplaatsen van een object in het horizontale vlak (het $xy$-vlak), wordt vaak gebruik gemaakt van een systeem dat bestaat uit aan elkaar gekoppelde lineaire motoren. In plaats daarvan kan ook een magnetisch gelagerde planaire actuator worden toegepast, waarmee rechtstreeks een $xy$-beweging kan worden gemaakt. De translator, het bewegende deel, wordt hierbij slechts ondersteund door magnetische velden. Door het magnetisch lager kan de translator niet alleen in het $xy$-vlak bewegen, maar kan hij ook kleine roterende bewegingen maken en kan de hoogte waarop hij zweeft worden gevarieerd. De translator beweegt dus met zes vrijheidsgraden.

Dit proefschrift behandelt de elektromechanische analyse en het ontwerp van een contactloze, magnetisch gelagerde planaire actuator met bewegende magneten. De spoelen van de actuator liggen op de vaste wereld en hebben geconcentreerde niet-overlappende windingen. De magneten zijn in een schaakbordpatroon op de translator gelijmd en hebben een quasi-Halbach magnetisatie. Omdat er geen kabels aan het bewegende deel zitten, wordt deze actuator ook wel vergeleken met een vliegend tapijt. Alleen de spoelen die zich op een bepaald ogenblik onder de magneten bevinden, kunnen efficiënt gebruikt worden om de translator op te tillen en te bewegen. Om een lange slag in het $xy$-vlak te kunnen maken, wordt de set actieve spoelen steeds aangepast aan de positie van de magneetplaat. De slag van de actuator kan simpelweg worden vergroot door het aantal statorenspoelen uit te breiden.

De planaire actuator bevat geen ijzer en heeft een driedimensionale, niet-periodieke structuur zonder symmetrieën. De analyse van deze actuator vraagt om een multi-disciplinaire aanpak. Om de krachten en de koppels die op de translator werken te bepalen zijn drie verschillende magnetostatische modellen ontwikkeld.
Deze modellen zijn gebaseerd op de berekening van de Lorentz kracht. Hierbij wordt het magneetveld van de permanente magneten steeds analytisch berekend en zijn zowel analytische als numerieke technieken gebruikt om Lorentz kracht uit te rekenen. Met behulp van deze modellen, die voornamelijk verschillen in nauwkeurigheid en snelheid, kunnen planaire actuatoren geanalyseerd, ontworpen en geregeld worden.

In de planaire actuator zijn het magnetische lager en de voortbeweging van de translator in het \( xy \)-vlak niet fysiek gescheiden maar gecombineerd. Standaard commutatietechnieken, die normaal gebruikt worden voor synchrone permanente-magneet motoren, kunnen daarom niet worden toegepast om de krachten en koppels in de planaire actuator te lineariseren en te ontkoppelen. Om dit wel te bereiken wordt in de regelaar van de planaire actuator continu een analytische uitdrukking van de krachten en koppels, die uitgevoerd worden door de individuele actieve spoelen, geïnverteerd en wordt tegelijkertijd de energie in het systeem geminimaliseerd. Met behulp van gladde weegfuncties wordt geschakeld van de ene naar de andere spoelset. De vorm van de stromen in de spoelen is niet sinusoidaal. Elke spoel heeft daarom zijn eigen stroombron.

Het ontwerp van de planaire actuator is in twee stappen uitgevoerd. Allereerst is naar de vermogensdissipatie in de actuator gekeken. Om deze zo klein mogelijk te houden zijn de maten van de spoelen en magneten geoptimaliseerd zodat ze zo efficiënt mogelijk kracht produceren. Hiervoor zijn ontwerpregels opgesteld. Vervolgens zijn verschillende actuatorconfiguraties gesynthetiseerd waarbij gebruik is gemaakt van deze geoptimaliseerde spoelen en magneten. De vermogensdissipatie en de kracht- en koppelrimpels van deze verschillende configuraties zijn vergeleken en verschillende oorzaken van de deze rimpels zijn geïdentificeerd.

Op basis van de vergelijking van de verschillende actuatoren is een planaire actuator met rechthoekige spoelen in een visgraatpatroon uitgekozen en gebouwd. De actuator heeft 84 statorspoelen waarvan er hoogstens 24 tegelijkertijd actief zijn. De magnetostatistische modellen en het commutatie-algoritme zijn geverifieerd en de actuator is met succes getest.
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